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Minority enro11ment increases in fall ·term
hers will continue to increase in years
tD oome. The number ofAsian-Pacific
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
students rose tD 6.4 percent and Hisivlinority student enrollment at panic enrollment.increased to 14. 7
UCF went up by 10.9 percent in the · perrent. The total enrollment at UCF
fall Semester, raising minority repre- rose by 1.5 percent from 21,267 stusentation from 15.4 to 16.9 percent of dents1astsemest.ertD21,590thisfall.
the entire student body.
"UCF is · committed to extending
UCFs Office of Institutional Re- ed~onalopportunitytothosewho
search released the figures early in . havebeenmostexcludedinthepast,"
November.Arepresentativesaidnum- . President John C. Hitt said One of
Lisa Springer

African-American

1009

Hispanic
Asian-Pacific Islander

1645

9.3
14.7

6.4

Indian-Alaskan
Non-resident Alien

935
53 .
590

White .

17,358

12.8

Bike theft
ends with
carch8.se

7.7
a.4

President liitt's five major goals of
his presidency was to gain greater
diversity among students in the university.
'The-gain in diversity benefits all
students, because everyone's e~
sure tD different ethnic and cultw'al
backgroundsisbroSdened."Hittsaid
Communications major Tammy
Weston said, "It's nice tD see rise in
minority enrollment."
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KATZ ON A HOT TIN ROOF
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by Mark Sch~ueb
STAFF REPORTER
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A bicycle theft on campus turned into
a high-speed chase and ended with a car
crash early Saturday morning.
Police charged Charles Fueri, 20, of
7502 Mistletoe Court~ with assaulting~
police officer, attempting to elude police, ·
burglary, possession of burglary tools
and leaving the scene of an accident.
Fueri turned himself in to UCF police
Saturday night.
The charges
stemmed from an incident that began in
front of the Pi Kappa
Alpha house on
Greek Park Drive.
Atabout2a.m.,
officer Michael Thomas spotted a man
running from the fraternity house. Believing he was clutching a sawed-offshot-.
gun, Thomas ordered him to halt.
Urdversity -of
Themanjumpedinhiscarandspedaway
CAR CHASE conti~ued page

s

Central Flo~ida maintenance man Charles Hofman.takes a break on the roof. above the
Health and Physics Building. Hofman sitS with Joe Stones, of Woodard Painting in Tampa, after
.spray washing the side of the-building. co.HoogJFUTURE>
·

Students complai.n about COilegiate Village Inn
by JennHer Leal
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

)

Tenantsat Collegiate Village
Inn recently expressed their
grievances with their landlords
in an informal poll conducted
Tuesday.
They say living there isn't
what they expected it to be for
the price they paid.
.
"The quality isn't worth the
money my parents have spent,"
said Lori Terrel, a nursing major. In general, sophomore and
computer science major Maggie
Partidge said living at CVI is
one hassle after another.
Student Doug Gordon said
its not as luxurious as he expected. He said it seems better

.

than it teallyit is. The dorms on
campus
better, Gordon said.
He feels he was ripped offfor the
price.
Ann Wunderle, a nursing
major, &aid what management ·
described before she moved in
did not match the actual conditions. She said, "I have yet to
see a security guard or laundry
facilities that work."
Shawn Phillips, a freshman
majoring in engineering, said
not all the dryers work properly. "I spend lots to dry and it
costs more." An anonymous
source said, "It takes too long to
get repairs and when they do fix
it, they do~'t fix it right."
Cynthia Fellows, a freshman,
said the maintenance is inad-

are

.equate.
talking to himself with a gun in
·Tenants also. described the his hand. -However, she ·s aid
conditions of their rooms. Fel- nothing happened. "I don't feel
lows said the maid service is safe living here. For the money,
inadequate. Freshman and ra- I shouldn't have to worry about
diation therapy major Tony it."
The fire alarm rings so
Cisek said he plans ~~~~~~~~ fr e q u e n t I y ;
on moving out next
Wunderlie said,
semester. He said .
"The quality
that if there was
maids are inconsisisn't worth the a real fire, no one
tent.
/
would bother to
- _ Other students
money 've . check. She also
said CVI is not as
Spent."
said parking is a
secure as it should
-Lori Terrel problem and the
be.
NURSING MAJOR
fire department
"Security is terwould have diffirible-windowscan
culty reaching
be easily opened," one tenant the fire.
said. Carmen Bernard, a junior
Another complaint is about
andfilmmajor, said she reported the cafeteria hours and quality
an incident to security of a man of food. "The cafeteria hours

CLASSIFIEDS page 7

aren't conducive to student
schedules," Terrel said. Sophomore and biology major Greg
Silvers said the food is either
undercooked or overcooked.
WUllderle said her contract
clearly prohibits pets. However,
she said the staff owns a Golden
Retriever and a cat. Students
report cats by the dumpsters.
Students expressed frustration-withthephoneservice. "For
· the fee paid, you'd think my
parents could .get through,"
·Wunderle said.
·
CVlmanagingpartnerJorge
Pegram, said if students have
complaints, his office is open 24
hours a day. "If we have complaints, we handle them on a
one-on-one basis," he sai([

.

•
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:

•

The Apple Computer Loan.

•

"Why should I wait in line at the
computer lab when I can own a Macintosh
.
for $15 a month?"
Kevm Campbell

'""--"-' "

•
•

. . ,

A~ospace Engineering Major

What allowed Kevin to own an Apple®Macintosh®PowerBook"' 145
computer for such a low monthly payment? The Apple Computer Loan:
Kevin knew that owning the power and portability of a Macintosh
PowerBook for his full course load and his work iri the Civil Air Patrol
was a smart thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loan was the smart
way to do it: easy appliGnion, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment
terms. So Kevin went _to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, his Apple Campus Reseller.
_Macintosh. It's mo~e than_a present, it's a future.

•

•

· For further information visit

•

UCF Computer Store

next to the Biology Building

•

. Open 8:30 am. 4:30 pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30·am -4:00 pm

or call the Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434

•

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

*Based on Kevin Campbell's Apple Computer Loan of $2,342. 40, his monthly payment was $15 (interest only) as of 10/12192 Principal payments may be deferred up to 4 year.,.
-The interest rate is variable, and is based on the average of the higher of the 30-day or90-day commercial paper rates as reported in the Wal/ Street journal, plus a spread of
5.35% (not to exceed 5.6%). The term of the loan is 8 years with no pre-payment penalty. The total finance charge on every Sl,000 borrowed will be $543.38. Each applicant
pays a $35.00 non-refundable application fee. Approved borrowers will be charged a 4% loan origination fee. The loan origination fee will be added to the requested loan
amount and repaid over the life of the loan. For the month of October 1992, the interest rate was 7.6% with an APR of 8.85%.

•

•

•

•

AnENTION Ctues 8 ORGANIZATIONS:

•

Pick up your Activity & Service Fee ·
fundi11g request packets for the 1992-1993
school year in Student Government.

•

•
•

•
•

•

,

.

The packets will be available after December 4, 1992. Address questions to
Robert O'Neill at 823-2191. ·

•

•
•

•
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Students fa'V'.or gays allowed in military
"As long as they can cut the mustard and do the job, I don't
Morris.
Society has mistreated homosexuals and considered see any problem with it"
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Another student, Shelly Moreland said, "If they are
- them outcasts, students said:
After being elected president, Bill Clintnn's first offi"Homosexuality is not a disease. It is a way oflife," said willing to defend our country, when most people aren't,
there is no way we can tum them down."
cially act was to st.atethathomosexuals would be admitted sophomore and theater major Paige Humphries.
OpposingClinton'sdecision,studentsarguedgaysaren't
intn the United St.ates Military.
"By allowing homosexuals in the military, our conntiy
"Why should they be treated
This caused a great deal of controversy. Clintnn saidhe is enforcingthepledgeittookmanyyears ago, equality and like everyone else.
like they are?" asked one junior and business major.
will keep his promise and push for legislation allowing justice," saidjwrior and nursing major lila Chin.
In addition, the opposition said AIDS is too great of a
them to be admitted.
Ifofficials let gays intn the military, they would repreThe majority ofUCF students interviewed in an infor- sentasenseoffaimess. Foryears,gaysin the military have danger and therefore, they should not be admitted.
"It is too dangerous with all the close contact in the
mal poll Tuesday said homosexuals should be allowed to hid their sexual preferences.
work in the military.
"I ~gay and I am not ashamed to admit it," said Alicia milit.ary and the great possibility ofbleeding to have gays
They said as long as sexual preferences did not interfere Bryer, acomputerengineeringmajor. "I served in the Army in," senior Mike Rogers said. "There is too large of a risk."
Thestudentsopposedalsofeltthemilit.aryisnoplacefor
with their job, homosexuals should be admitted.
for four years and no one cared~ long as they didn't catch
gays. Rare cadetJasonMcKennasaidhavingagayin the
CannenBemard,ajuniormajoringinfilm, said, "Sexual you."
orient.ationhasnothingtn do with theabilityt.odefendyour · Advocates of homosexual rights, say sexual preference group would be bad for.team moral.
"It is,too much strain on some of the guys knowing the
country."
·
is not an issue.
Freshman and liberal studiesmajorSheilaNomble said
"Sexual preferen~ ofindividuals wouldn't hirider their guy next tn you is gay,"Vince Baquero said.
gays and lesbians shocld be given the same opportunities performance in combat," said Stephanie Chambers, .a . One senior and engineering major ·said he wouldn't
want to work where he wo~d have to watch his back.
as heterosexuals.
·
senior and criminal justice major.
"Gays are like anyone else,?' a woman said "As long as
Despite their acceptaJ!.ce of gays into the military, the . "I wouldn't like a guy looking at my butt in the shower,"
they are willing t.o carry as much of the load as a regular majority of their supporters feel separate living quarters said senior and wrv major Roger Jones.
One former member ofthe Navy agreed. "Having been
should be provided.
man, they shouldn't be discriminated against."
Students said homosexuals have the right t.o equality.
"I think it .would make all the men uncomfortable in the Navy for eight years, it was my responsibility as a ·
legal officer to dischr..rge anyone who came in v,i.olati.on of
"I'd like to think we live in a fair country and everyone is changing in front of a gay guy,~ a man said
i)Qllal. Therefore, I think eve1yone should be treated the
"It's an uncomfortable situation having gays in a norGAYS ~ntinued page 5
same whether they're gay or straight," said junior Todd mallymachojob,butisayletthemin,"saidjuniorJeffDerr.
by Jason Lesko and zuae11e Ahmed

l

U CAN FINISH
"·

t

Students spend .m ore
on booze than books
Twenty-five percent of those students who responded to a survey conBinge drinking on campuses is a ducted at the University of Arizona at
growing problem.
Tucson said they regularly engage· in
Students spend more on liquor each binge drinking, theArizonaDailyWildyear than on textbooks, according to · cat reported.
surveys on the drinking habits of col"A lot of really awful things can
lege students.
happen to those who drink that much,"
A recent national survey of 56,000 said Carolyn K Collins, a health edustudents found 42 percent ·~~~~~~~~ ca tor for the Student
of the students had conHealth Service.
sumed five or more drinks
· ''Awful things ·
Binge. drinkers are
during one sitting and also happen to those likely to drive under the
two weeks prior to taking
influence, engage in unthe survey.
who drink that _wanted sexual activity,
The U.S. Office of Sub.. much."
miss classes regularly and
stance Abuse and Preven• Carolyn K. Colllns
exhibit 1ower grade point
STUDENT HEALTH
averages,Collinsaddedin
tion also reported that 12
million college students - - - - - - - - regards to the Arizona
consume more than 430
survey of drinkers.
million g~llons of alcohol
Other survey results from the University of Arizona study showed that
in· a year.
Other findings ·in the survey found 72 percent of the students said they
41 percent of college students engage had used .. alcohol within the past 30
in binge drinking
. ori a regular basis,. days.
compared with 34 percent of their nonIn addition, 66 percent of those surcollege peers, and 7 percent of fresh- veyed said they had used alcohol at
men who drop out do so for alcohol- least once when they were under the
relateclreasons.
.
age of 21.
·
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

)
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A woman studies during the last week of classes. <DeHoog/FUTURE>

Students seek alternative work in public service for better rewards

•

230 of the 1,000 students spent last sum- issues that I cared for profoundly on a needed dollars t.o sharpen their skills in the
College Press Seryire
Faced with a bleak job market, more mer working in the public sector. Last heartfelt level It was not enough for me t.o public sector.
Now, as some young lawyers shun sixcollege graduates are choosing t.o take low- year's graduating class saw 55 graduates bring home a big paycheck and t.o socialize
in
power
circles,"
she
said
"There
are
many
figure future~ NAPIL offers financial suppaying or no-paying jobs in public service out of 500. - a record number - opt for
who feel like this."
·port to those who wish to specialize in lowwhere they believe they can make a differ- public service law.
DeBrofF said she views the new admfu~ paying areas such as domestic violence,
"It is a dramatic, exciting trend, and
ence.
The trend marks the end of the self- something that is here to st.ay," said Stacy istrati.on as a fresh beginning for many Native.Americanissuesorchildren'srights.
Six years ago, NAPIL chapters were on
DeBroff, director of the office college students who, she said, have felt
serving'80s, say experts, who
only 15campuses;nowthere
of public interest advising at shut out by the materialistic
note President-elect Bill
are 112. The number of stuthe Harvard University Law values of the Reagan-Bush
Clinton'sadministrationmay
'There is a
'There is a new dents who participated in
years.
School
spur even more interest in
"Th.ere is a whole genera- generation with public interest law has quadefinite turned
"And it's not just in law
community-focused work
tion,
a new generation with a
drupled t.o 600 this year.
InOetober,500BostonColto more public schools. We see it in-business different
a
different
perspective
on
career
"Th.ere is a definite trend
schools and medical schools.
lege seniors lined up at a caservice."
and
life
choices.
You
are
going
tomorepeoplepursuingpubperspective."
We're seeingpeople do~genreer fair, not for a fast.tracklie service careers," said
• Caroline Durham trepreneurial things, like set- to see more and more young
ingcorporate position, butfor
., Stacy DeBroff
NAPIL ting up a home for battered people going into the governCaroline Durham, national
public service jobs that stuHARVARD
studentorganizerforNAPIL.
women or working on an In- ment, doing public service
den~ say bring them fewer
work," she added.
More than ever, young
dian reservation," she said
headaches and less money,
The interest among young attorneys t.o attorneys are attracted to representing
DeBrofF, who entered public service law
but greater personal satisfaction.
The Peare Corps reports a dramatic upon graduation from Harvard, said .in hang out a shingle in the public sector is· underrepresentedgroups, workinginrural
increase in younger recruits, and projects spite ofthe fact that Harvard law students confirmed by the burgeoning growth ofthe areas, and feeling a sense of community.
"Wearetakingapplications for afellowsuch as the Mis&ssippi Teaching Corps are "recession proof' and able t.o command NationalAssociationofPubliclnterestLaw.
In 1986, NAPIL was a fledgling group of ship grant that will fund up to 10 attorneys
high salaries, they are opting t.o do more
report a record number of applicants.
lawyer-activists determined t.o make it pos- t.o do new and innovative projects," said
public service work.
AtthePublicln~restCenteratHarvard
"For me, it was essential t.o work on sible for idealistic graduates, by providing Durham.
University Law School thisyear, more than
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The Future .plays Sailta to some of our favorites
In keeping with the spirit of
the season, we at The Central
Florida Future hereby bequeath
the following gifts to the groups
and individuals listed below.
To Student Government: a
purpose. Actually, we like many
of the people who work over
there (you know who you are),
butlet'sjustsaythatfor$10,000
we hope we get our moneys
worth next year.
To CAB: a conscience. With the
abysmal performance record they
have racked up over there (Jay
Leno, Dennis Miller), it would be
nice if someone over there would
admit they have little or no idea
what they're doing and figure out
how to put on a decent show at a
decent price.
To Dr. Hitt: a sense of humor.
C'mon, Doc, lighten up. No one
ever really thought you were a
Nazi.
To the folks in Financial Aid
office:jobs at the DMV. Ifyou've
ever been through the hassle of
the DMV, you know the financial aid people are eminently
qualified for those positions.
To outgoing President George
Bush: nothing. What's it feel
like to want?
To the faculty: a pay raise. Since
the legislature has screwed you
over for the past O)Uple of years,
we thought it would be nice if
someonegaveyouwhatyoumost

To
Pat open market. Let's see them
Buchanan: an survive in that.
invitation to
speaktothatin- To the College of Arts and Scicoming class of ences: A clue...that the foreign
ROTC students. language requirement is a silly
idea
To LASER riders: bus stop To the Wild Pizza: aRojo's recipe
shelters. We're book.
tired of seeing
them shivering To UCF students in general:
and/or dripping. Beer machin~s in every educa-

suredly deserve
(I only wish this
was true).
To
Glenda
Hood: a vicious
personal rumor.
These
days, no politician is complete
without one.
To the library:
a new book. It's
been a longtime
since you've
had one.
To the library
police: a life.
Can you believe there is
even such an
entity as library patr-01?
Evidently the
hall monitor
positions were
all taken.

To the legislature: a pay raise.
Just as soon as they provide
adequatefundingforhighereducation. What a laugh.

To Dean McFall: a voucher good
for enrollment in PUR4000
(Public relations).
To education majors: jobs.
Heaven knows you won't get
one from the state.

To the parking police guys: new
) pens. The ones they have MUST To the ROTC: a class of gay
recruits, courtesy ofPresidentbe out of ink.
To Vic Collazo: cab fare. 'nuf elect Clinton.

tional building.

To the girls in
the dorms: new
toilet paper. If
the stuffthey've
got now was/ any
rougher,
it
would qualify as
sandpaper.

To The Central Florida Future: new facilities. At least, a
place without mushrooms
growing behind the commodes
that doesn,t smell like a used
kitty litter box.

To Benny Hinn:
human hair.
How does he do
that?

To outgoing Vice President Dan
Quayle: a year's subscription to
Reader's Digest. Hey, Dan, read
the "Building Your Vocabulary"
section regularly.

To the UCF Police Department:
somecrimeinvolvingmorethan
a radar gun. C'mon, show us
To "Outlanders": waterproof your stuff.
Bibles. According to your
founder, y'all do nothing else in To everyone: Writing paper for
the woods.
letters to the editor. It won't do
To the bookstore: a free and

•

you any good, though. We're
outta here.

Merry Christmas ... and all
that stu

·

.,
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WALTZ WITH ME DARLING

$1995
(~~.'1f-,... ......

Balloons & Bears

/

Plus Delivery· .

~)ff> (407)872~7004

·

Exp. 12/10/92

UCF student and·theater major Mandy Ratliff, starring as _
Anna,' and Douglas ·
Christensen, who plays Carl, practice for the upcoming show The Baltimore
r
.._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Waltz· Jan. 8-Feb. 6 at the Theater Downtown.
co.HoogJFUTuRE>

CAR CHASE

1

·

In the c;ar, which was registered to the suspects father, Paul
FROM PAGE 1
Fueri, police found bolt cutters
from the soone, nearly hittingTho- that Thomas had mistaken for a
mas.
weapon. Police also found a bi- .
wrhe~uspect... jammedonthe cycle in the trunk, presumably
gas and attempted to run me stolen from the UCF campus.
Theincidentraisesquestions
over, but I quickly dove out of
thewayontoanothercar,"Tho- about the UCF Poli~e
mas said in a report.
Department's policy regarding
Thomas chased the man off . high-speed chases, UCF Sgt.
campus on University Boulevard. Sandra McClendon said. Many
Thesuspect'sDodgeDaytroatrav- departments have · forbidden
eled in excess of 65 mph with such pursuit in most situations,
Thomas in pursuit. The burglar saying it is too dangerous,
lost.controloflris car trying to tum McClendon said.
ontoWoodsongDriveandcrashed
"In this incident, a car
ini.o a light pole.
.
crashed," she said. wrhe driver .
The man fled on foot, eluding could have been hurt. The offiThomas and other officers who cer could have been hurt. All
. arrived at the scene.
because of a stolen bicycle."

GAYS
FROM PAGE 3
the Uniform Code Militmy Justice,"said _socialworkmajorJorge
Betancourt. "Onboardaship,it's
a veiy oonfined environment. You
look at the same faces for eight
months. Morale was down when
men caine out. fve seen it, been
through it4 and I kn()w it wolit
work."
Another student who was in
the Navy alSo felt the arrangementwouldmakeco-workersfeel
uncomfortable.
"IwasintheNavyandlhated
it when guys hit on me. They
should get rid of all of them," said
Kelvin Tamayo, a sophomore and
psychology major. .

replace humans...
... y~ur plasma will
always be needed.

• Protect against infectio~
• Patients in shock
• Accident victims
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
for burns, surgery, or
• New research on life
treatments of illness
threatening diseases

"We would like to compensate you for your
~me when giving the gift of life"

BONi.Js'

BRING THIS AD AND RECEiVE $10
-r/
_-.,
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
/ ..
Call for information and/ or appointment
· 122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

Come In For
A Test Fly.

Upgrade your ticket to graduation

The popularity of cycling is taking off. And nobody's soaring
higher th~ Trek.
Your local Trek dealer has all the new '93 TrekS in stock,
with the latest technology to give you a better perfonning bike,
whether mountain, road or hybrid sports bikes.
Come see our new full composite frame that weighs under 25
lbs., and the rest of our high tech line-up.
When you're ready to take off, it's always best to have a Trek
in your flight plans.

Now's the time to make the move. The huge addition
of classes in the spring term enables many UCF students
to make progress toward degrees. Check out the schedule
and check with your advisor. Then register for those
extra credits you once thought you couldn't get.
I

For further information, contact the Registrar's Office (407) 823-5677

•

:9100 E. Colonial
l,,75-3976

- - - --

3dg_.!f#'/~~~;~J!lb~~

ffifl~n'C i!!!T'!l' ~~ aa3ifii~

Sales • Service • Rental

-.
,

G~~

•

QC COMPUTER·
aka SHAREWARE-TO-GO OF ORLANDO

DISCOUNTED COMPUTER BOOKS, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTER RIBBONS, CABLES, ETC.
DISCOUNTED SOFfWARES, AS LOW AS t.l.2i

EXTRA DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS & FACULTIES

TEL:. 679-3551
2721 N. FORSYTH ROAD, WINTER PARK

FICTION
POETRY ESSAYS

(

ONE-ACT PLAYS
APARTMENT~

FURNISHED

AVAILABLE

11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826 .

. ..

( 407) 282-7333

.

e~L0Nl1\L

FLEA MARKET · .
I

•

11500 E. COLON.JAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
· (ACR.OSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE) ...
·
FRl.12PM -5P~M ·
·.
. -' SAT.. & SUN. 8 AM-SPM .
.

.

•

:.• Hundreds of sellers,.Thousanas
·. of buyers
.·Millions of New & Used.items,
Antique, & CoHe.ctibl.es
·Free Parking; ·snack bars .'
• •

•

SHORT SCRIPTS

•

DEADLINE: DECEMBER ..11, 1992·.
SUBMIT To·: HF-A 301

· THE CYPRESS DOME
·'STUDENT LITERARY p·uBLICATION
{

I

COME ONE, COME ALL TO
BUY OR SELL . .

....

DEAL.ER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED-SPACES
(407) ·380~888 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLB·, MGR.

f

··------------\

•

·,.

o

I

•

MALDOON'S
511 E. Horatio Aveo - Maitland
One Block East of 17~92

and

.

e get more money for your used books.

• save more money·on books-fo·r your
classes. /
Pool Tables, Pinball, Darts, ·
Good Food, 1Vs
TUFSDAY
. FRI, SAT BIG
25t DRAFI'S. UVE
SCREEN
9-12 .

BANDS

FOOTBAU
SPECIALS

HOURS
MON - SAT
SUNDAY

11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
1 P.M. -2 A.M.

MALDOON'S
(407) 740-8898

When & Where?

Dec 7-11

10 am - 2 pm

Student Center, room 214
Book intake on Consignment only

Jan 11-15

10 am - 2 pm

Student Center, SOL
Book intake and sale.

e

This Ad paid for by
.

)

,i

--~--~·!"'_LJ·,
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The Central Florida Futme

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Congrats to all new officers! Don't
forget Christmas dinner Sun. Have a
great holiday & good luck on exams!
l:X &AAil ready for Homecoming '93!
AMI, the first arid finest.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Deltasigsl Well this is our last ad for
the semester its been fun. Anyway, on
behalf of the fraternity, I would like to
thank our officers for doing a great job
this semester. Thank you Erin,
Melissa, Paolo, Rusty, Bryan, Kim(hey
little bro), Debbie, Chad, and Dave.
Special commendations go to Stacey,
Cheryl, and Ce'sar. Also congratulations to our graduating seniors:
Melissa Birchmier (we made it through
Policies Hell), Diana Fis, Lisa
Hernandez (U made.it!), Carolyn Kohl
(BN!), Alison Mi.ele, Yvette Mihaly (bye
bye!), Robert Rodriquez (hey BB we
came in together & out together),
Paolo Silverstri (have fun in Italy),
James Tremblay (yeah!), Ce'sar
Villanueva, and Rich Watson,
Congratulations also go to Jeri Swain
(xoxo), and honorary Deltasig, Maria
Parsons. See ya at graduation. I'm
outta here, Jim.
·

)

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Well my brothers, another year has
come to an end. As usual it has been ;
another great one for AXA. Our
athletics have been 04tstanding, our
service can't be touched, and of
course our brotherhood is second to
none! The year would not be complete
without thanking some of the people
and organizaijons that made it such a
great one. Our biggest thanks must go
to our officors. Lee, D. A, Dan, Cory,
J. ·R., Ray, Matt, Jay, Rick/Ma'<, Bob/A.
C., & Kris. You guys did a great job .
leading 9ur great fraternity in the right
direction I Lock, great job with freek
gloves.• & Chuck, a two time winner
with oreek week and Rock the Arrow.
Thanks ZTA for a blast during teetertotter. Maybe we'll be able to stay on
campus this year. Hey n~. how 'bout
that Homecoming' week I We didn't win
~much, but we had a blast! Thank you
all sororities1hat participatud in Watermelon Bust. Another congrats to Pinto
and Mn, and Kim Kingston, Good
luck Barry and the other graduating
Lambda's. We know you'll be successful in whatever you do. Happy Birthday
D. A. &Siemer! Number 10 is gone,
but S's rule. Formal is upon us. Have a
great and safe time! Be at D.A. 's,
Codi's and Lee's tomorrow. Dress .
·nice. Good luck basketball and soccer
team. Start the year off with more
Lambda Chi victories-as usual. All
non-football players planning on going
to New Orleans with the team contact
Doug M. Make sure you go. It will be a
time to remember. Players get your 20
bucks in by tomorrow night. Again
congratulations to all the new Lambda
Chi stud brothers. Ed, you had to go, it
won't be long. Brother Rob ·Ben
H~an· Damron (#1 amateur in the
nation) won any more tournaments
lately? Grauler, good luck with .rush
bro. Congratulations brother McOowen
on a successful year with the Knights.
Good luck to brother Bergman and the
whole team. It's time for a conference
championship! Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to wish e\18ryone a happy
and safe holiday season! Joe and the
new high Zeta, lead us into '93 & make
it a great one! We're behind you! A.C.,
sorry! In zax D.A. chops rule!
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Fireman's Ball is on for this weekend.
This traditional gala is sure to provide
the perfect pre-exam break. .. see you
there. Brothers, it's been quite an
accomplished semester. Lars keep our
energy level high and help the new
officers keep IlKA #1. We have to
gear-up in a big way to make·even
greater things happen this Spring. Pike
is itl
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
It's been another outstanding year for
I.ct>E. Sig Ep has consistently placed in
top three in all events/sports the past
years including several wins. The
traditions will continue in the next year.
Our 1st semester in our palace was
unforgettable. Our seniors will be
missed. Thanks for making I.~E what

it is today. Congrats Mike C., Mike P.,
Jamie C., Jeff C., James S., Mike I.,
Barry N., H~ward K., Henry H., and
yes-even Swin & Urb! Senior roast 6-9.
Year end blowout this Thursday after
10-? Rave til dawn. Dead day is
Friday! Everyone have a great break &
happy holidays. UCF greeks are the
top in the nation-peace out. See ya
next year.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Hope everyone had a Happy Thanksgiving! Congra~lations new ex.ec.
officers-Juliann, Kerri,·Susan, Jen P.,
Jacqui, Jen D., Kristine, ·Kelly, Angie,
TracyLee, and Stacey! Don't forget
about officer training Sunday. Good
luck on your finals, Zetas I '92 was a
great year and '93 will be an even
greater one! Pledges-get ready for
your last pledging days-initiation will be
here soon I We love our pledges and
are very proud of all you are doing!
Hope everyone has a safe Christmas
vacation and happy h~lidays!.ZLAM!
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*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Marketing Major (SR) needs M/F
roommate for Spring semester. Move
in Dec. 9-22. Must be quiet, neat, and
responsible. ONn room. Own full -bath.
Microwace, W/D, cable. Call 380-2278
Iv message $237.50/mo. utilities and
phone ·extra
·

PIT mothers helper wanted for my
three children. Nonsmoker, energitic
and own transportation. Call 862-4093.

2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex, fireplace,
washer & dryer hookups, Winter Park
area_$495, deposit $490, 12 mo. lease.
Call Dr. Fuller 657-2698, 823-SSn

International Employment-make
$2000+/month teaching English
abroad. Japan & Taiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits!
For employment program call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418.

2 bedrooms 2 bathrooms at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. good and affordable
monthly rent please call 695-0548 or
38_0-9245.

Fem. needed to share 212, ·w/d, part
furn. $250+ 1/2_util. Call Nat 6n-4821 . ..
M!F wanted to share 38dm w/d 2pools
jacuz2i, raquetball. $236/month 1/3 ud.
-Call Debbie or Elyse 671-8274.
M!F NS needed to share furnished 38d
2 1/2Ba, 2nii. from UCF. Pool & tennis
courts. $235/mo. +113 utils. 282-8291.
Female to share townhouse in
Chancellors Row w/d pool tennis $300/
mo. 1/2 utilities. Call Kara 380-7531.
3BR/2Bath apt. Univ./Gldnrd $300 a
month incl. everything. Call Lauren
679-3264.
N/S female to find 2BD/2BTH apt near
UCF with for January. Must be clean.
No dogs or loud birds. Please call Ana
(813} 382-0505 or 385-0530.
3BR/3Bath ·townhouse. W/D, d/w,
cable, pool, & tennis courts. $198/mo.
+ 1.13 util. ·call Mark, Pat, or Rob
381-2556.
2BR 28T condo near Univ&436
furnished $240 + 112 utilities. 678-5983.

28/18 $250+1/3 util. or 18/Xstorw/priv
bath $350 1/2 util. Ref/sec $150/ea by
UCF no pets washr/dryer. 281-3252.
*Free Roommate Matching*
Limited time offer.
24 hour matchline.
Call today 896-3150.
Apartment Hunters.

***382-6789***Best Rateslll***
Fax. to us or pickup/delivery avail.
24 hr. turnaround, satisfaction
guaranteed! WordPerfect 5. 1
Mirskys Bookkeeping &
Office Management Systems

Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Advance Typing Service
Reports, dissertations, theses, essays.
Call (407) 277-4744.
Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599. .

Job Openings
Paid positions available in the Student
Health Resource ~enter with the Peer
Educaijon Out-Reach program. If you
enjoy helping people, leB111ing about
health issues, doing presentations for
your peers, coordinating activities and
mi.ich more then apply now! Openings .
include HIV-AIDS peer educator and
PR/activities coordinator. Call
823-5841 formore details or pick up
·an application in the Student Health
Resource Center.

*Apartment Hunters*
Free Rental Locators
All info, maps, floorplani·&-videosiCall today for specials 8.95..0800 or
. visit us at 4809 E. Colonial Dr.

LOST& FOUND
Lost beeper #260-4487 $25 reward
Call 876-5070.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
Al.I levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
. CPA/forn:ier"college Instructor
Very experienced
·
Cclll Loretta at 256-1140.

N'ational Telecommunications Qo.
seeks professional part time OY,tside
customer service rep to work in fast
paced industry. Professional
appearance, organized, quick learner.
$6.79 per hour, company car & gas.
P.lease respond to (407} 981-46~
20-25 hours per week.

FOR SALE

LSAT GRE GMAT prep (407} 740-0003.

OTHER

Large gray couch, exc. cond. $100. Call
Rachel, 282-1140 or 296-0983

WANTED

Afghan boy puppies . .Exotic, cute &
gentle. AKC reg. & shots. 16 wks old
needs loving owner wi~ fenced yard.
$200 ca11 8n-9755.

Jim McCollum if you found my beeper
please return it. I have reported it lost,
so it can never be turned back on
except by me. Please call Teresa
876-5070 or Susan at Sunpage .
658-7976 $25 ·reward.

Toy trains: Marx, American Flyer,
Lionei·, or ? Prof. ttartman 823-2317. ·

Super single wat9rbed-new mattress,
new heater and siderails $150/obo
fullsize office desk w/right retum ·
includes chair$150/obo. 275-1071.

Flight to.Atlanta 12112 $99 687-~16

SERVICES
I

Quaker parrot, handfed, tame, 6 months
old $120 obo; bird cage, ·3 cubic feet
with perch & cups $20 359-9101.

$cholarships available. Most students
qualify. Results guaranteed. Free
financial aid packet. Limite9 # of
student jobs. 62a-9782 (VIPUCF)

Sabre teargas also muggerstoppers
crime prevention equipment. Call. Tim
at 407-281-6923.

Guaranteed scholarships, financial aid,
stud. loans! Scholarships Unlimited
4524 Curry Ford Rd. STE296 Ori. FL
32812 (407} 382-0789.

Washer dryer $100 obo 2 lamps $20 · Attention faculty & students-thesi.s,
obo dishes 7 place settings $10 obo scientific & research report, analysis,
vanity table w stool $10 obo 657-2915.
etc. Typed on MacWrite or Microsoft
word. 24 hour turnaround 380-2877.
Proton stereo amp-top of the · line
excellent condition $150 8~3-4359.
Looking for x-mas gifts?
Just returned.from Mexico with baja pull.overs, blankets, guatemalan belts &
bags, etc. University Flea Market
(50&Alafaya) This Sat. & Sun.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

No hassle term papers & resumes!

-Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307.

Lovely 28 28 dupl .a/c heat vertical
blinds washer dryer near hwy 50 & Dean
Rd. $425 mo. $300 security. Call 6485136 or eve 86~·3188.

Sngl bed, includes frame great cond.
$75, call 658-4479 leave message.
Share 3/2 untur apt 3 mile from UCF
avail 1/1 or ? 220+ Albert 273-4157.

The Write Type 382-8679
When you want it typed right!

Great Holiday Job Opportunity
Going home for the holidays? Need a
fun part-time job? The Honey Baked
Ham Co. is in search of seasonal help
to fill our sales counter and production
positions. We have stores located in
the foll0wing markets Or1ando, Tampa;
St. Pete, Sarasota, Melbourne and
other major cities throughout the
southeast. Please_check the white
pages or information for the store
nearest your home .

. 1;3edrm fm kit fac $215 m 1/3util fr~t mo
dep UCF eme/stu Fairways Shirley 5842
or 2816533 aft 2 no smoke M/F.

FINS needed asap! Own bed & bath
located in Winter Park (Sun Key).
Jacuzzi, stairmaster, raquetball, etc. Duplex for rent 28Room/2Bath. 112 mile
$280+1/2 util. Receive Dec. rent free! from UCF. Has washer/dryer. Call
Call anytime ~71-5084 .
. 273-7435.

Wordprocessing $3.00 per sheet.
Conveniently located in Alafaya
Woods Apt. Please call Susan
366-5256.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio,
large kitchen, walking distance to UCF.
Please ask about our move-in-special
282-5657.

per week per· ·person, double
occupancy, free furnished, linens, tv,
maid service, rent · by weekly,
microwave/refrg, cable tv, . phon~.
laundry facility, student ~sk, 1.aser bus
close by. Ask for Deborah or Betsy,
please ~I 273-1500.

Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.

HELP WANTED

2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

* Hotel Service with dorm rates*
Forren~ Colonial'DrJAlafaya Trail. $105

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735

Mazda RX-780yr100k mile good
condition $1100 call 380-2573,
384-9389.

SWAT
SWAT members don't forget, the last 212 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
meeting is on Wed. Dec. 2 and the dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532_..
Christmas party is on Dec. 4. Stop by
for the well of it. Don't forget to say
happy b'day to Kendra.
. 2br 2ba duplex across from UCF $460'
plus dep. 275-5238.
_

ROOMMATES

7

AUTOS
1991 Mercury Capri convt. 5spd
30,000 miles, $9500 obo 876-5070.

Position availabJe

Business Manager
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of thetJniversity of Central Florida, is
currently accepting applications and resumes for the position of business manager.

For information, contact Donna or Sharon at 823-2601 ·.

i

TYPISTS
I

WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day se~ce available. IBM/AT,
·
WorCiPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

PERSONALS
Attractive white male grad student 145#,
30, 5'11" seeks same for friendship. I
am easy going and enjoy biking,
canoeing, dancing, tun. Write P. 0. Box
5463, Winter Park FL 32793-5463.
To Sharon, you'll be missed by d1<>se
who really care. Congrats & good luck
to you on your new job. Thanx for
everything! MR
To Nick, we've survived another
semester. Be thankful that you have
only one more left. As for myself. ..let's
just say I've lost eount. But I do know
that I could .never make it without you.
Lots of love ... MR.
From everyone at CFF.. have happy and
safe holiday. We hope to be serving
you next year.
To Elton - Just thought I'd stop and
say hi. Hi. Your Secret Santa.

This is the final issue of
The Central Florida Future for 1992.
; We will resume publication for 1993 onJan. 12.
Have a funky Christmas, a hip-hop
Chanukah, and a jazzy New Year

• •
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This space reserved
for that 'anonylilous'
Futme staff opinion

0

ne ofthe mostinterestingthings about this
past seniest.er has been the oomments we
· havereceivecfaboutthis particularsparein

the paper.
Evidently, there are those who do not understand what the words written here mean or who
they can be attributed to. It is not a difficult
explanation: This space, though it has no expilcit
title,isreservedforthest.affeditorial-the~on
of the Future staff on given issues.
·
Thisisnotaoolumn written by an "anonymous
writer" as one person who wrote to us put it We
have an editorial meeting onre a week and decide
whatstoriesaregoingtorunandhowthestafffeels
about issues in the news. There is not always·
oompleteagreementastohowthe stafffeels about
a parti.cularissue. There have ~rather heated
"discus&ons" on more than one oreasion. .
it would be nearlyimpossi.bleformore
than 10 people who oome from very diverse backgrounds toagreeoneVecything. Many times there
is a great deal of debate on what issue the-staff
editorial should cover. . '
.
We normallytryto balanoothe space we devote
Costello ·
to the "staff eel," as we call it, between world,
national and university issues.
LE SOAPBOX
Although the entire staff contributes to the .
emo from Le Soapbox World Headquarters:
opinionsruninthis spaoo, the editor-in-chiefbears.
I'm usually asleep at 8--a.m., so if you intend
ultimate responsibility for what appears here. He
to call to offer membership in a committee,
or she, as the mse ~y be, has the final word on club, religious cult, the UN or the Loyal Order of
Water Buffaloes, please don't call until you see a
what will run.
.
At times the space is used to explain at length bevy of Barker's Beauties gather 'round the winner
of the Showcase Showdown. It's all much appreci· somethingthathasrunina previous issue, as was ated. And now for something completely different.
the case withthe "Hitt-ler"aftermath. Othertimes
All right, ·here's what happened: the nice Casey
we aretryingtodraw attention to events thatmay Kasem-soundingdiscjockey ofWUCF's KnightROck
said, "Call me up. Tell me.what you want to hear." So
have escaped the students of this university.
I
We have beencrit.icizedforvoicingouropinions, called up and told him I wanted to hear "Beth" by
KISS. They didn't have it in their library, or so they
the argument being that they go unchecked by said. In a Rolling Rock drunken frenzy I asked "What
anyone but ourselves. 'Ibis, however, is.not en- goodareyouman?Whatgoodareyou?"Ihungupthe
tirely true. We always run oonflicting opinions.
phone and thought "Man oh man oh man. They just
In the end, we do not claim to be comrl in don't understand.-"/
Indeed. You alternative types with your well
everything we write; could anything be more
groomed pony tails and your obligatory flannel _shirts
arrogant? But we do stand by all ofit, doWn to the tied around your waists, you just don't understand
last word
KISS, do ya!? Do ya!? NO man, you just don't. Sure,
We feel ·an obligation to the students of this you might've had the "Lovegun" 8-track ·a s a child,
university to point out the issues that have an but you thought you had evolved from KISS to better
effect on their lives. We make no apologies for bands like PEARL JAM or SHOCK LIZARD.
But rm sorry, you've lost it. You just don't underst?nd
ruffling a few feathers along th~ way. For those · KISS. The hottest band in'the world. XISS. Man,
who would rather read only "good" news, try you gotta love KISS. ' KISS. Ace Frehley, Gene
reading ~ne of the fluff publications that appear. Simmons, Peter Criss, Paul Stanley. KISS. From the
sadness of "Beth" to the joy of "Rock and Roll All
from time to time on camp~.
KISS. Living proof of the idea that if s.u ckers
Nite."
In any case, we are here foryou, the s1ndents of
are born every minute, then you might as well take
UCF. Let us know how we are doing.
their money while the taking is good.
Andifyou'rereallysi.~ofwhatwe_dohere, why
Let me explain to you why I have so much adminot stop complaining and do something about it? ration for KISS.
You see friend, some forms of entertainment are
Beoomeamemberofourstaft: Youdon'tneed to
so
bad, they're good. Some examples of this are The
beajoumalist.All youneedisadesiretoworkvery
Brady Bunch, The Heights, Beverly Hills 90210,
hard for low wages but great satisfaction in what MTV, Benny Hinn, that'movie Breakin' 2: Electric
you do.
Boogaloo, Saved by the Bell, and ·any late night
Have a good break, and rest assured we'll look speech by Rep. Robert Doman (R-Ca.). Bµt do all
these combined match even one good (bad) KISS
foward to seeing you in the spring.

Actually,

HoW's 8.bout a little 'KISS?'
Brian

M
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song? The answer. is an unequivocal no, unless of
course it's the Robert Doman speech in which he
says, "As you well know, Mr. Speaker, Phil Donahue
is ari anti-Catholic bigot...."
And this, bored reader, is the secret of KISS'
genius. THEY KNOW THEY SUCK! As if anyone
would seriously give the phallus a "Lovegun" metaphor and actually write a song about it. As if anyone
would write a song like "Beth" without saying, "No,
this i·s too shlocky."
Obsess on the fact that Gene Simmons was an
English teacher. Now, which sounds-more impressive to a brainless chickareenio in a G-string:
(A) Yeah, I teach kids alrout F. Scott Fitzgerald.
(B) Yeah, I'm the guy in the band with the long,
gyrating tongue who drools blood.
If you asked Alex Trebek, "What is B?" you'd be
right. I've always pictured Gene and Paul laughing .
hysterically after a show about the things they said
on stage:
Paul: "I actually said, 'I know everybody's hot
everybody's got rock n' roll pneumonia!' and the kids
ate it up!"
·
· Gene: (laughs) "When you said that, I had to go
hide in the dry ice ·fog, I was laughing so hard. That
gave me a bad case of the giggles."
Not only is it funny, it sure beats working. The
humorle&s farts in the alternative scene haven't
prevented KISS from laughing their way to the S&L.
It's all the more funnier to me that they don't get it.
As if Morrisey wQuld sing a song like "Makin' Love"
or "Detroit Rock City." The American Dream, the
traveling snake oil show, the spirit of vaudeville, all
these dying facets ofAmerican culture are safe in the
hands of The Gods of Thunder (and roek 'n' roll).
I know; I know. It's only rock 'n' roll, but I like it,
like it; yes I do.
I'm out o( room and if my Chia Pet had vocal
chords, it would say, "Water me, water me," so I
guess I should wrap this up. Let me conclude with
advice for the little children reading this: When
things get tough and you just can't take it anymore,
all you have to do to get happy is flash the secret devil
sign and say, "Rock 'n' roll hootchiecoo" 666 times.
It's that simple.
Bye now .
Distribution Manager ·
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Ad Production
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Advertising
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, An open letter to the Republican party
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
ear G. 0. P.:
Nowthattheelectionisoveranddonewithlamready
·t.o address a rertain fact of life.
I used t.o be a Republican. I was raised in a family that was
Republican and grew up with the values that I was always
taught Republicans adhere to: self-sufficiency as much as
1
p<>Sffible, a good (at least deamt)work ethic and a healthy dose
of altruism.
I am no longer a Republican and I feel it is fair t.o say that
:1
you - the party- have only yourselves t.o blame for this.
I still believe that the biggest mistake this roun12y ever
made was in not electing Bany Goldwater t.o the presidency.
I voted for Gerald Ford even though it was a foregone
ronclusion that the Republicans, tainted by Watergate, were
~ t.o be ousted from the White House. I voted for Ronald
Reagan during his first run at the White House because I
• believed he would <bas he said: get government offour backs.
That is where things went wrong.
During Reagan's first few months in offi.re, he hired more
people than ever before and even created several new bureaucratic branches_;_ hardly what a true Republican would call
getting government oft' anyone's back.
..
That was the last time I voted for a Republican nominee,
at least one in the-Presidential slot.
I was willing t.o give Bush a look because I thought that>
being a moderate, he might worlc in tandem with Congress t.o
actually get somethings done. rmgladidi.dn't,however, sinre
Bush turned out t.o be that least of Republi~ ariimals: a
whiner and blame-5hifter.
.
Most rerently I was again vindicated in my current state
ofvilification ofthe party by a series ofevents thatOCCWTed t.o
me as a student here at UCF. A few days before the election,
the student mapter ofthe Society ofProf~onal Joum~ts
held a political question-and-answer forum t.o whim both the
major and some minor parties were invited.
.
Ibegan byrontactingthe loCal Bush-Quayle headquarters
and was given a name Uet's say X) to amt.act t.o drum up a
representative. I wrote Xa letter, followed by a phone call.Mr.
X informed me that he was not the person t.o talk with,
referring me t.o Y at the local party headquarters. Apparently
there were two separate entities working independently of

D

.There is of oourse more to the story (such as the fact that
onre I was able to nail X .down and ex1ract the name of a
representattre, that representative never appeared) but perhaps you folks at the Republican party can see the pattern
here that only proved I have been right in severing my
affiliations with it.
Here is the pB:rty that says it wants t.o downsize government and get rid of the unneeded bureaucracy.
Yet they sent me through more hoops and over more wires
than a trained lion in a three-rin~ circus.•. only to have me
end up at the very point from which I started.
~re is the partythatthinks there is fartoo much litigation
and far too many la'Wyers in this rountry.
Yet its members insist on written proof ofwhat is going t.o
· happen and when it will occur. Personally, I feel that the only
reason for all the paperwork was a CYA rrove bewuse, sinre
each other.
the party didn't have anything solid t.o stand on this time, it
I called for Mr. Y whom, I wast.old, was out oft.own for sought protection ofitself over any demands for substance.
a few days. I ~ed back when he was supposed to have
Finally,thereistheoldsawweheardagainandagainfrom
returned; he never returned my call. Finally' after nearly Republicans this year and that is the return to whatever
a week, Yinformed me that sue~ matters were handled by · values they hold in their nebulous minds.
the state party headquarters and that Ms. A would be the
Well, whatever happened t.o "myword is my bond?' All the .
person t.o talk with.
other participants seemed perl'ectly happyt.o acreptourclub's
However, Ms. Awas on the carnpiign trail and not in the invitation with only a basic understanding of any rules and
st.ate but she did meek for messages periodically during the regulations and they asked a minimum ofquestions (most of
day. I left a message, even saying she rould call me rollect at those being directions).
home in order t.o get this going. (Meanwhile, the Democrats,
And you wonderwhynone ofthe voters were enamored by
Libertarians ·and Ross P~rot's people had all agreed t.o appear your mess~ of trust and stability this year?
and thought.the format sounded fine.)
It is interesting that Kansas Sen. Bob Dole recently said
Several days lat.er, I called the Stat.e headquarters back · 8omethingalongthelinethat,althoughGov.BillClintonwon
andempliatically stated that someone needed t.o either agree the election, it was not a majority or mandate ofany kind since
or bow out of our student forum. I
transferred ro Ms. B. only 43 percent of the popular vote fell to Clint.on. What Dole
Now Ms. B wanted all kinds of particulars: ·what were the. ·failed t.o add on was that, rombined with the 19 pointsH. Ross
rules, how much time was allowed, so on and so forth. Onre I Perot picked up, there seems t.o be about a 62 percent call for ·
hadgonethroughall theparticulars,shet.oldmethattherules a chang0 out there.
sounded fair.
Vntil the Republicans st.op their exclusionary aristOcracy
However, she asked, would Ibe so kind as to fax her aropy which was evident at the national oonvent.ion (the stated
ofthe rules. I ililmediately did so and, afterwaitingmostofthe exclusions beingpro-ehoirers and gays, the implied exclusions
day for a response, icalled the Tallahasseenumberonce more, being anyone who is hot rim, white, male andProt.estantJ, the
asking for Ms. B.Had ·she received my fax? Yes, indeed, she partyis goingt.o begin losing even bigger numbers ofpot.ential
did. Was everything in order? As far as she rould tell. Would members.
someone be at our forum? Well, she said, that would be
Sinrerely,
arranged at the local level through Mr. X.
. Bill Cushing
That's right-X. The~tone I hadront.acted thoseoh-soAn independent vat.er
many weeks before.

was

Love those 'greatly enhanced lipids'
===============~
· ~

Dave Barry

-~_:::::=;;.;._\ ~

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
oday at the Institute of Military Food C.Onrepts we
present t;p.e results ofour taste test ofanew sandwich
developed by U.S. Army food engineers for internal
use by troops.
.
This sandwich was brought t.o our attention by retired
Army Sergeant Major Willard Oark, who sent in a newspaper article reporting that the Army is ·developing a new
sandwim representing "a breakthrough in the state-Of-:theart technology for intermediate moisture foods." The article
quotes the Army as stating _that this sandwich features
"shelf-stable fermented meats" mixedint.o "a synergistic antioxidant system" offering "greatly enhanced lipid stability."
These, of oourse, are precisely the food qualities that
knowledgeable ronnoisseurs look for when they dine in the
finest French restaurants.
.
. CONNOISSEUR: G~n, is the lipid stability"of your
fermented meats enhanced by a synergistic anti-oxidant
system?
.
.,
WAITER: Vous etes damed t.outing! ("But of rourse!")
So we called the Army Food Engineering Direct.orate and
asked ifwe rould have one of the new sandwiches for testing
purposes. We were t.old this would require higher-level approval. The military cannot afford t.o have a stat.e-of-the-art
assault sandwim falling int.o the Wrong Hands.
We don't know how far up the chain of rommand our
' request went ("It oould be a trick, Mr. President!"). But
evidently we meclced out OK, because several months later
the Army sent us a dark-olive-green sealed foil package
labeled: SHELFSTABLESANDWICHFLAVOR: PEPPERCORN.
Aanmpanying the package was an·Information Paper
from the Army's Advanced Food Branch:
SECURITY ALERT
{The following sentence reveals details from the Information Paper oonceming the design of the Shelf St.able Sandwich. We are asking foreign espion~ agents t.o skip over it.
Thank you.)

T

© tg92 Tribune Media Serv1cfts. Inc
All Rights Reserved
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The Information Paper states that, in the oonstruction of
the sandwim, meats are "formed int.o cylinders and are
encapsulated in the bread t.o give the appearanre of a
Torpedo' roll with a meat center."
(FOREIGN ESPIONAGE AGENTS_ MAY RESUME
READING HERE.)
OurOffi.cial TasteTestPanelronsistedofourse11; ourwife;
Beth; our son, Robert; and our primary and auxiliacy dogs~
Earnest and Zippy. We unwrapped the Shelf St.able Sandwim, which looks sort of like a flattened hot dog, with the
meat t.otally enclosed in the bread. We each tOOk a bite.
"Hey!" said Robert. "It's a Slim Jim!"
Ofrourse this is not true. It is a high-tech, intermedi.atemoisture, eat-out-Of-hand food oomponent with enhanced
lipid stability and an edible protein film barrier to prevent oil
migration. ItonlyTASTESlike a SlimJ°IIn. But this isa major
improvement over the Army's wrrent standard for rombat
food, which is the "Meal Ready t.o Eat," or MRE.
Forpurposesof-oomparison, ourpanel also taste-test.edan
MRE, which was mailed t.o us a year ago by alert readers

mfood products
Gregg and Chris Schauermann, who undoubtedly obtained
it in a t.otally legitimate mann~r.
The ~ is a triumph of food t.echnology, meeting or
exceeding every significant nutritional, logistical, hygienic
and longevity ·standard. Its only drawback is that nobody
wants to eat it. Military analysts believe that a major reason
why the allies won the GulfWarso quickly is that U.S. troops
wanted t.o srop being fed what appeared t.o be mislabeled
oonstruction materials.
Our~ came in a mud-brown plastic bag. Inside were a
number of equally attractive packets, including one labeled
"BEEF STEw." We opened this packet, and out 007.ed our
entree. If the federal government wants t.o eliminate the
budget deficit, all ithas t.o do is :r&label the MR.Es and market
them t.o pre-adolesrentchildren under the name "Big Brown
Bago'Bart:"
.
_
"How rome it's so ORANGE?" asked "Beth. She poked
around in it a bit with a fork. "Look!" she said, at last, holding
up what appeared t.o be a rodent organ. "I have something
here that might be related t.o meat!"
.
The humans on our panel thoughtthestewtastedevery bit
as good as it looked. The dogs loved it, but they have been
known t.o eat pizza-delivery boxes.
Another MRE packet was labeled "CRACKERS." .It's
di.ffi.cultforus t.oirnaginehow, withouttheuseofraretitanium
alloys, the Army was able t.o manufacture a cracker this hard.
Other MRE packets inclu<jed a "CHERRY NUT CAKE'
that was as dense as Jinoleum, but not as tasty; anda "FRUIT
MIX" that you rould "EAT DRY OR RECONSTITUTE IN
WATER"We tried it both ways. Dry, it was like chewing an
Odor Eat.er, so we rerommend reronst.ituting it in wat.er,
which causes it t.o oompletely dissolve, thus enabling you t.o
pour it down a drain.
For the rerord: The dogs loved all ofthese items, as well as
the foil packets.
Anyway, our ronclusion is that the new Army sandwich
definitely tastes better than the MRE. Of rourse, so <bes
ceiling tile.
But still, it's a stride forward, and we wish the Army well
with it, and many other military food ooncepts in the future.
All we ask - and we say this as patriots as well as human
beings-is that these ooncepts NOT include beer.

l

.

Students·advocate legalization
While college.pot smoking has taken a dramatic
plunge .over the past decade, marijuana has made . .
a political comeback in the pas·t five years as some
· students battle for its legalization for political and
health reasons.
The '9Qs may see the return of bell-bottoms,
tie-dyed T~shirts and peace symbols, but it's not
likely The Weed will ever be the life of the party
that it Qnce was in the '60s and '70s. researchers
say.
"Marijuana use is going down a lot among
college students," said :Joyce Buchanan. a research assistant at the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan, where extensive studies on college drug use are conducted.
There has been,. however, a resurgence of
festivals and rallies where student activists, betWeen sets of rock 'n' roll, extol marijuana's virtues as a plant that relieves symptoms of AIDS.
cancer and gla.ucoma. Hemp can also be used,_
they remind audiences. to make paper, clothes
and textiles.
But politicizing pot doesn't necessarily mean
smoking it.
The Institute for Social Research found that pot
smoking among college students has dropped
almost by half since 1980, though it has shown a
slight increase between 1990 and 1991.
In 1980. for example. 7.2 percent of 1.000
college students surveyed admitted to smoking
pot on a daily basis, while in 1991, 1.8 percent of
the same number admitted daily smoking.
Also in 1980. 34 percent ofthe students admitted smoking marijuana 30 days before the survey,
and in 1991, only 14.1 admitted they had.
The surveys reflected that in 1980. 51.2 percent ofcollege students surveyed said they smoked
pot in the year before the survey, while in 1991 •
26.5 percent said they had smoked pot in the past
year.
Pot's overall drop in campus popularity may be
because it is so costly, says Doug McVay, an
activist with Cannabis Action Network and the
Hemp Tour, which arranges festivals on college
campuses and had a popular booth at the recent
Lollapalooza tour.
.
"For the past 10 years. the price has gone up,
though the quality has never changed. In 1982,
commercial-grade pot went for $50 to $60 an

ounce, and now it is $150 to $200 per ounce, $400
to even $1,000 for.the finest, McVay said.
McVay said marijuana, once thought of as a
"lower-class drug," has now achieved some status among young people. probably due to its high
price. Cocaine has lost status now that crack has l '
become a street drug, he said.
"We have a former pot smoker in the White
House, too. McVay said about President~elect
Bill Clinton. "He ma~e a bad joke about it, but he
and Al [Gore] have smoked the weed.
· People "started coming out of the closet
about pot in 1988, when Alan Ginsburg lost a spot
on the Supreme Court after admitting he used the
drug.
·
. Many college students also are aware that
cigarettes and alcohol, which can destroy health,
· are legal, and they don't understand why mari· t
juana is not available to sick people.
In spite.of numbers showing the-contrary, some
say that pot is making a comeback on campuses.
"The government says that there are 20 million
pot users, but we say there are 40 million .." said
Steve Bloom. senior editor of High Times mag.azine, a New York-based publication.that touts the
virtues of hemp.
"Pot. is making a comeback on college campuses. The times are changing; there Is a shift in
the political environment. This is a new generation ~
coming up who are rebellious. They're not the
status quo like the Reagan kids," he said.
Bloom notes that today's college students are
more aware of the political issues surrounding
marijuana because of the educational efforts of
activist groups such as Cannabis Action Network
and the National Organization for the Reform of '(
Marijuana Laws CNORMU.
"College kids have embraced a lot of informa1
tion. They find it interesting, enlightening and
worth pursuing. They go to a rally, and really learn
something, " he said. "Not everyone smokes it.
but the majority who attend rallies are users."
Ben Masel, a former student at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison and now the Wisconsin
state coordinator for NORML, said campus pot
users and alcohol users fall into separate camps.
11
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Yearly anthology shines ·again
,

Bigger is not necessarily better but in the case of this year's
version of Shannon Ravenel' s
anthology, "Ne'vV Stories frorn
the South," that axiom is the
truth.
For the seventh year in a row,
Ravenel has gleaned over literally hundreds of literary magazines and periodicals to find what
she considers the best writing
from, of and concerning the region. In this year's version. however, she has made a number of
cosmetic changes (aside from
the addition of one story more
than was contained in the two
earlier volumes) which help both
the look and the literary feel of
this annual collection.
Building upon- the precedent
she set last year, Ravenel has
expanded the contributor's notes
by adding pictures and personal
statements from each writerconceming the piece published to
the biographical notes which are
standard in many anthologies.
Now the reader gets the opportunity to fix a f~ce and personality to the reading.
And what reading it is.
But in a seeming contradiction, she went "little" for this
bigger version of her work As
Ravenel writes in her Preface,

EXPERI-ntentnl!

"Of the 17 short stories ·gath- physician procticing in 8 Paso.
ered here.. 14 first appeared in
Thisyeart'M:>ofthebook' smanuwhat are familiarly called 'little scripts are of particular note.
magazines'. n
Vergbese'sstcry. "Lks," deals
While some of these literary with an.AJDS suffererW"losetef\acmagazines are familiar to readers ity for ·1ife is only equaled by his
- such as The Paris Review or obnoxioosaidantcgonisticattitude.
The Virginia Quarterly Review- It is one of the most brutal and
many are smaller circulation pub- enlightened pieces dealing wth the
lications which receive
topic since Heather McHugh's
The reasons for this tack is poem "VVhat hell ls."
simple.
Susan Perabo 's "Explaining
"America's best fiction writ- Death to the Dog" is a story
ers not only establish themselves which reveals how m1:1ch imporfirst in the litertance pet ownary journals,
ers place on their
they continue
animals.
to
publish
Covering everyri1 uch of their :;:;.;:;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;.;:;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:.;.;
:i!i~i~ilii!Niii!iiii!iiiliii%liimWiiMiiiiiiiiiliiiii!i~i!iJiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiifil!iiii: thing Southern
finest work
from imaginary
t h e. r e .· "
brothers named
Ravenel conBubo .C"The
tinues. "In fact,
Bubba Stories")
the only real
to confrontations
marketforfirstbetween a trav-'
rate.new short
eling evangelist
fiction exists in
and a deformed
the little magacannibal C"A
zines."
Roadside Resur~e proof is in the plrl:jing. Be- rection"), this yea(s collection
sides such established names (and . once again makes a fine addition
returning contribut~rs) as Nanci for anyone interested in good
Kincaid, Pad~ Powell, Peter Tay- reading.
lor and ReynoldS Price, Ravenel
• bill cushing
· has included musician-VvTiter Dan
editor-in-chi.ef
Leone and AbraharTI Vergbese, a

Try writing for F a G ...
The entertaiment section ofThe Central Florida Future is seeking
writers not afraid of hanging out over the edge. If you think you
have the right stuff. call Cliff or Debbie at 823--6397
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Bring Friends ... ·
Roommates ... ·
and Money!!!

.
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. Belz·Factory
· Ou"tl~t world
Mall 2

OUTLET,

36~4670

·10% ·~tud~nt disco~nt on regular ·merchandise w_
ith UCF ID

Custom Color
Calendars!
Bring your favorite original photos, graphics, or designs
into Kinko's and we'll create your own personalized
full color calendar.
r-~~~--,~ ~. t Copy original color photos or designs
~r
t Personalize special dates
~i-J-C~'
t 12 month ~d year-at-a-glance
_.,"6\!)J;~I
formats available
~
!..!.'-;-:::::::;;:::::;::::::
t .Ideal for holiday gifts
·
~ ~ ~~

,
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If you 're a college grad looking for a
career, we offer the opportunity for. ..
Lallapalooza II goers gather around a booth set up by "Legalize It!," [marijuana .
advocates] at the Orlando fairgrounds in August. <vanzandt 11uture>

POT
FROM PAGE F1
"It's not the same crowd
smoking pot as there were in
the early '80s." Masel said.
"You have one crowd drinking and one crowd smoking,
although in the early' 80s they
were doing both."
McVay agrees·.-" Potsmokers are more health con scious. You don't see fights,
you never hear of people abusing their spouses or kids on
pot like you do on alcohol."
he said.
McVay also noted that college students are particularly
responding to the idea of le-

galizing marijuana for medicinal purposes.
"There has been a political
comeback for pot." he said.
But Dr. Gloria Bertachhi, a
Roseville, Calif. psychologist
who specializes.in drug abuse,
does not think marijuana is as
innocent a drug as student
activists are attempting to
portray it.
She ·has news for students
who think the worst thing pot
can do is leave you with a case
of the munchies.
"No drugs are safe and casual." she said. "Pot can induce a state similar to paranoid schizophrenia. In fact, it
mimics it in some cases. Every drug has a side effect. "

Bertachhi noted that. unlikealcohol, the effects of marijuana ~ave not been studied in
·depth. She said that alcohol
continues to be the number
one drug of choice on college
campuses in '90s.
Bertachhi also cites studies that associate . marijuana
with low birth rates and psychiatric disturbances other
than schizophrenia.
At Penn State. Robert
Kampia, the president of the
undergraduate student government. was elected on a
.platform advocating the legal. ization of marijuana.
• karen neustadt
college presss service

Management in less
than a year!
Take charge of your future with the NO. I COMPANY IN ITS FIELD.
AMERICAN FROZEN FOODS. We have immed iate openings for
COMPETITIVE GRADUATES with LEADERSHIP ABILITY and
STRONG PEOPLE SK ILLS. Our expan sion pl ans include
PROMOTING .JO NEW SALES MANAGERS from our Fast '!Tack
Training Program within the next two years. We're looking for indi viduals
who enjoy hard work and love the challenge. If you ·re the right candidate.
you cou.ld be a Manager. EARNING $50K-$100K WITHI N ONE
YEAR! Look for us m the National College Placement Association's 1992
Career Resource Digest as one of the top I00 best companies to work for
in America. We have sales offices in your local area as well as from
Maine to Florida and as far west as Minnesota.
Please call or send resume immediately to: Robert Kane. V. P. Recruitment
American Frozen Foods. Inc.
Nat ional Recruitment Office Attn: Dept. C
111 Si bley Ave .. 2nd floor
Ardmore. PA 19003.
800-241 -71 87

AMERICAN

FROZEN FOODS, INC.
Equal Opportunity Employer

• Attenrion U11de1:c:raduates: Outstanding sales/management
INTERNSHIPS now available-call for details.
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Bodyguard' misSes

1

Houston reaches in new challenging role
Kevin Costner The Valiant.
The Protector.
"The Bodyguard."
In this uninspired film, directed
t7yMickJ~ksonof"LAStory,"

the acting and varied locations
cannot conceal Lawrence
Kasdan'sslowpaced, incomplete
script and inevitably reveal the
film's dullness.
Kevin Costner gives a standard, realfy-based interpretation
of a bodyguard, but lacks any
subtleorenlighteningqualitiesthat
would give his character depth.
'v\lhitneyHoustongivesasurprisingly believable performance but
thecharactersheportraysclose,ly
mirrors her own career, so the
part is not much of a stretch.
- The film .provides a substantial advertiseme.n tfortheflorida
film industry th rough aerial shots
of the Fountainbleu Hilton in
Miami with voice-overs by an
.entertainment commentator
stressing the location. The sets, insidetheHik:onWhen
the film was being shot, were
distif)ctandtransferbeautifully~o

the screen, The locations from
Beverly Hills and Miami to the
Sierra Nevada .Mountains are
beautiful but they have no real
significance in the film. ·
The chase scenes are fast
paced but the rest of the film is

lackluster. This is attributed to
Kasdan's discontinuous plot.
Kasdan, who wrote "Raiders of the Lost Ark n and ,
'-'Grand Canyon, " introduces
characters ~uch as the black
chauffeur and Houston's sister. but never explains the true
motivation behind their role in
the film. He also creates a.
deranged psychotic re_miniscent of the serial killer in "The
Silence of the Lambs" who is
suspected of harassing
Houston's character . but
eventually is dismissed as an
obsessive but harmless.fan.
Kasdan then introduces a Sec~t Service assassin hired t1y an
undisclosed source to kill
Houston's character. But, he fails
to offer an adequate and complete account for the action. The
erding alsocontinuallylingers. The
conclusionshouldbe0>$tnera·nd
Houstoo embracing in -a passionate kiss. But instead, thefilmwanders elsewhere.
The film lacks any distinct
elements of style and the con-_
tent is equally poor because of
an inadequate script and bland
performances. "The Bodyguard" is consequently, a bor·ing, meandering film.
• tim wassberg
staff writer
-

Ex-secret Service man and professional bodyguard Frank Farmer (Kevin Costner) protects_a glamorous actress/singer (Whitney Houston)· in ''Bodyguard" ccourt8sy1warner bros.)

This year's Christmas season film preview
Murderers, mobsters and politicians light for top billing in ~this season's film line-up
Christmas is here and so is the sec- and Demi Moore C" Ghost") who thoroughly resurrects Jimmy Hoffa
and largest movlegoing season.
· battle Jack Nicholson on the valid- and adds _to the film's historical
In addition, Oscar season is bearing • ity and motivation of their actions~ realism. Directed by and co-stardown on us as well. Wrth this, the film The courtroom drama also stars ring Danny Devito ("War of the
industry offers up some refreshing en- -Kevin Bacon C" Flatliners ") and · Roses"), thefilmalsostars.Armand
tertainment for this time of the year.
Kiefer Sutherland ("Young Guns"). _ Assante C" 1492 ") and Frank .
Whalley C"The Doors"),
1111
11
.. Hoffa Jack Nicholson
A Few Good Men"- Rob
11
Reiner(" Misery" and "When Harry C"The Shining"-> stars as union
Toys"-:- Barry Levinson
Met Sally") directs this tale of mur-· leader Jimmy Hoffa in a epic drama C"Bugsy")co-writesanddirectsthis
derwithin the confines of the United which spans decades of turmoil comic tale about a toy makerwhose and conflicts along with the suc- conniving brother'attempts to tum
States military.
cesses
of his organization. hiscompanyintoanarmsmar:iufac· Soldiers are brought up on
charges to be judged by a court led ."Hoffa ' s" realistic sets and turing plant. The toy maker's son
by T dm Cruise C" Far and Away") Nicholson's extraordinary makeup rescues his father's__ dream and
makes the toys
magical ·a gain. The comedy
stars Robin Williams
("The Fisher King"),
J.oan - Cusack
C"Working Oirl ")and
Robin Wright C"The
Princess Bride").
uchaplin"~

Tom Cruise (c.) and Kiefer Sutherland (r.) star in "A Few Good Men," the story of a
navy lawyer's quest to uncover the truth during a trial. (courtesy 1co1umbia pictures)

Sir
Richard
Attenborough
("Gandhi") directs
the film adaptation
of Charlie Chaplin's
autobiography depicting the history
and times of the
greatest entertainer
in the silent era of
the movie industry.
The historical drama

stars Robert Downey Jr. ("Less
Than Zero"), DanAykroyd C"Sneak·ers "), Penelope Ann Miller C"The
Freshman-") and Anthony Hopkins
C" Bram Stoker's-Dracula">.

"The Distinguished Gentleman" = - Eddie Murphy C" Beverly
Hills Cop") stars in this comedy
about a con man who runs a scam
to win an election into the United
States Congress.
Directed by Jonathan Lynn. the
film which also stars Charles Dutton
("Alien 3") is Murphy's first film with
Hollywood Pictures.

,..A Muppe..t Christmas
Carol"-Assuming control of his
father's ~mpire, Jim Henson Pro=ductions. CEO Brian Henson makes
his directing debut i_n the Muppet
film adaptation of Charles Dickens'
immortal novel "A Christmas
Carol."
The film stars the classic entou·
rage of Muppets and Michael Caine
("Dirty Rotten Scoundrels") as the
bitter Scrooge who is forced to accept the Christmas spirit by ·three
magical Muppet ghosts.
These films offer a gift of entertainment for people of all ages during the
Christmas film season.

• tim wassberg
staff writer
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Coin laundrymat

•

11624 E. Colonial Drive
(Across from the Frat House and
behind Discount Auto Parts)
(407) 273-2503

•

STUDENT SPECIALS

• Take 103· off of full service wash-dry-fold
when you present your valid student I.D.
• Free qry on Thursday (4 - 10:30 P.M.)
with purchase of a self-serve wash
• Buy 7 loads of laundry and get your 8th
wash Free!
Hours
M-F

8:00 A.M. -10:30 P.M:
7:30A.M . ....:10:30 P.M ...

Sa-Su
··

·Last wash must start no later than 9:30 P.M.
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments iri East Orlando.
$299 moves you in!
Limited Time Only! .
(407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

• Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
• ·Washer/ Dryer Available ·
• Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
· to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Tt,Irn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

University Blvd.

~

j

BOWUN& LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!

0

----C3>
OVIEDO BOWl,TNG

CE~ER.

o24 Regulation lanes
oFull Service Snack Bar
o

6Get Some Friends Together
and Join One of bur Leagues
or Form Your Own!
3 Free Babysitting Services
During League Bowling
oGrune R~om, Billiards, Pro Shop

-Pizza, Subs, Salads
-Burgers and Fries
Cooked with AIR!
NO GREASE! NO FRYING

oFull Liquor Bar

Ir-------~------~-,
Get Acquainted With
I
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I
I
0
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376 E. Broadway Street. Oviedo

"

(407) 366-5000

Oviedo
Bowling
Center

A

OVIEDO BOWLING CENTER. INC.
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Coupon Good For

I
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U

A.M • .:.12 MID.
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UCF

Il'lC.

BA.M.-
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A.M.

2 FREE GAMES*
Expires 12-13-92

•1 coupon per person per visit

---------------*Not good with any other discounts
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It's a new semester
and we need some
new writers to fill
the spaces in these
pages. Come by our . .
office and fill out an
application today.
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Lightning lose four, fall in Norris Division
~---~-.

Glen CmTasquillo
$0UND OF LIGHTNING ·:- :
Coach Terry Crisp thought it would be good for the Tampa Bay
Lightningt.o go on a five game road trip. He said the players would have
less distractions and thus be able t.o concentrate only on hockey and
maybe play better then they have been lately. Wrong.
The Lightning (10-15-2) managed one win and four lo~ on their
trip up north and have fallen t.o fifth place in the Norris Divisiori.The-Llghtningwere greeted by a~2 loss when they met the St. Louis
Blues on Saturday Nov. 5. Brian Bradley and Adam Creighton each
scored a goal in the second period, putting the Lightning as close as 32. But, Nelson Emerson scored his second goal of the game in the final
minute of the seoond period t.o give the Blues the victory.
The Lightningthen traveled to the motor city on Monday November
23, where they were throttled, 10-5, by the Detroit Red Wmgs. The Red
Wings cmne in hot having won five of six before facing the Lightning.
Brian Bradley scored a goal and had two aSsist.s in the losing effort.
The next night, the Lightning broke a five game losing streak when
they defeated the Toront.o Maple ~afs, 3-2. Steve Maltais' second goal
ofthe game cmne with 6:52 left t.o play and proved.to be the game
winner.
The Lightning played competitively in their next two games but
cmne up short, losing bOth in the overtime period. Joel Otto scored on
his first shot in overtime t.o give the Calgary Flames a 3-2 victory, last ·
- Friday. Calgary's Robert Reichei tied the game with 70 seconds left in
regulation t.o force overtime. Rob DiMaio and Michel Mongeau scored
fur the Lightning.
.
Tampa Bay carried another Canadian-based team int.o overtime
Saturday, but fell 4-3 t.o the Edmont.on Oilers. Edmonton's Craig
Simpson scored his sec0nd goal of the game at 3:45 of the overtime
. period giving the Oilers the victory. The Ligh11'linitook the lead late in
the second period after Joe Reekie beat goalie Ron Tugnut with a wrist
shot. Petr Klima scored on an Oilerpowerplayin thethirdpenod t.oforce
overtime.
The Lightrungretum t.oFloridaforafivegamehomestand. They will The Lightning may be kings in the south, but they could not hold on to their Norris
host the Detroit Red Wmgs Saturday night in the Expo Hall.
Division lead after a five-game road trip north, where they lost four. <O.Hoog 1FuruRE)

BARKER .
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Barker's resignation. There is still this 15,000
seat stadium that has sat, unassembled beside
the arena for at least four ye.ars.
"That [the stadium] was a recruiting ploy
when I came in four year~ ago," said outgoing
senior Rod Bitterling.
Since the beginning ofthe UCFwomen's soccer
program in 1981, it has been the tradition for one
head coach to coach both the men' sand the women's

soccer teams. And unless this change in coaches
is a true change, one coach will be shackled with
the combined jobs of coaching two teams. In the
words of assistant coach Warren Russ, "It's two
full-time jobs."
The time table for the announcement of new
head coaches is still uncertain. McDowell is still )
looking for a head coach for each team. If the
budget allows for two coa~hes, they will have at
least one advantage, however slight, over the •
situation Barker has dealt with for his five
years.

Sports Briefs

A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing
away a lot more than just your trash.
~
~\.•
~ecycle. Save our environment.
,_ ™ lOt.nC

B)E
- !) ·

l'

. BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

American
Red Cross

What does The Future have in store for you1 _. ~a~$
To find out, come in and fill out an application and
talk to one of our editors. There are positions
available in sports, features and news. Jobs
available in photography, reporting and
production. For futher information call 823-6397.

\
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Stuck for some Holiday Gift ideas? Here's a list of
. presents for the cret11e de la creine of the. sports world
•

•
•

~

.
('>

•

Jenny Duncanson
Trace Trylko
OFFICIALLY OFFSIDES
Holiday greetings, Merry Hanukah and Happy
Christmas to our faithful readers. In this spirit of
giving, we have decided to bury the barbs an~ hatchets and come together for on joint column. This week
we are Officially Offsides with a laundry list of gifts
for distinguished members and groups within the
sports community. In no particular order and ~ith
the sounds of drums rolling in the back of your mmd,
we offer the following:
Gene McDowell: A cool drink with a tiny umbrella, a
beach chair and some quarters for the Bahamian slot
machines.
Say bye-bye Mr. "Athletic Director and/or head
coach" 'McDowell.
UCFSports Information: Thanks and appreeiation.
UCFs unsung information heroes Bob Cefalo and
John Marini always ~ome thru with a timely tidbit or
st.at.
UCF rugby: Dental plan.
.
Another great season, even if they did lose a few
body parts along the way.

.,_ UCF Women's Rugby: More women to sign up.
Any ladies out there interested in losing a few good
teeth?

•
•

UCF soccer: The mythical 15,000 seat stadium that
has been on the drawing board forever.
Mr. McDowell said it would be built, so -it must be
true.
UCF waterski: Their very own lake.
We'll build you one; the Athletic Department has·_
plenty of money from all of our student fees.

~ UCF football: A mistake free break.
We would hate for our gridiron greats to fumble
away their vacations or knock down the decorations
with the turnover power they demonstrated throughout the season.
•

ir

UCF basketball: The same students who faithfully
attended UCF football games.
Coach Dean and Coach Richardson meet Barbie and
Deke.
Orlando M&gic: Sleeping pills.
So this dream of a season never comes to an end.

1t

•

Shaquille O'Neal: Rookie of the year trophy.
He's going to get it anywaysi so why not have it during
the holidays.
World Cup 1994: Fans.
When will Central Floridians realize hie- leruroe
soccer is on its way t6 0-Town?
Orlando Predators: An 8x10 glossy photo of the
championship game trophy.
Because Ben Bennett and the boys just couldn't co~
Orlando a football title.

•

Florida Citrus Bowl: Agreat New Year's day game.
Oops, they've already co~tted to Ohio St.
Orlando Thunder: A return to spring time play.
What else are we going to do with all that loud, lime
green stuff?
Canadian Football League: The Thunder's leftover
fans.
Orlando's new CFL team (???) will be off to a fast
start with the Thunder's 109 season ticket holders and
a few odd kicking tees ready and waiting.
Orlando Sunrays/Cubs: A lifetime logo and mascot.
This team changes identities more than a "Mission:
Impossible" character.

Channel 9 sportscaster Pat Clarke: Neutrality and
non-commentary filled scripts.
Pat, save the editorializing for someone who re~ly
cares what you think.
Channel 6 sportscaster Mike Storms: Mistake free
reporting.
·
Mike, the Indiana Pacers play basketball, not hockey!
Channel 2 sportscaster Mark Middleton: A highlight show that does not include auto racing.
Let the good ol' boys ')-ead" about this crackerjack
sport in the ~ewspaper.
The Orlando Sentinel: Less Larry Guest, more hockey
coverage and please, please, an occasional mention of
UCF.
If this paper cuts back on sports coverage anymore,
it really will be a sports ~-

waiting for a tenant. Seems bingo on Thursdays is not
filling the joint like they thought it would.
New York Giants: A new coach.
Handley better get out ofNew York before the riots
st.art.

Seattle Seahawks: A prayer.
Maybe we could merge the Seahawks and the Bucs
and make a real team.
Sports Editor Jenny Duncanson: New favorite
,
teams.
All of your New York teams stink and I can't stand
hearing about how close the Big Apple whoevers came
tO winning its last game.

Assistant Sports Editor Trace Trylko: A Miracle.
A BIG one. To share. Share it with the Cubs and the
Seahawks, God knows they need it. A year supply of
Tampa Bay Bucs: An offense. A defense. A new · hair gel. So you will have 365 good hair days next year.
quarterback. New cheerleaders. A new game plan. A A book on how to write short concise articles, Lord
new owner. New colors. Anew mascot. Anewwaterboy... knows you need to learn, and another one on ships in
the Indian Ocean.
Miami Dolphins: A new offensive line.
Dan Marino's grass stained face is too important to
So~ tis be the season. Until we write again in
the South Florida fins' playoff hopes.
·
January, have a great vacation away from books,
classes and campus cats everywhere. Enjoy your
Tampa Bay Lightning: Cheerlea~ers on foe.
holiday; take in some sporting events and pray fo~
This team needs more women to attract more men to snow.
the games. A female goalie was not enough ·or a tease .
By the way, we thought of a few more gifts for the
Bucs. An offensive line. A kicker. An easier schedNFL: Bring back instant replay and the World League.
ule. An easier league ... Hell, this could go on forever.
Or at least instant replays of the last World League , They'll never get it right.
season.
We miss our weekly Frankfurt Galaxy fix.
Tampa Bay: A baseball team.
Are there any women's softball teams in town looking to relocate? We .hear St. Pete has a big stadium

-----------------. ~~·
fomi
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W-mthrop is first on Knights' hit list
by Mike Hauelback
STAFF REPORTER

Make no mistake about it,
Winthrop basketball is in ·a rebuilding era. .
New coach Dan Kenney inherited a team that went 6-22
last season, finishing the seasonranked291outof300teams
in NCAA Division I, the worst
record in the Rock Hill, South
Carolina school's history.
The squad returns little
changed, so any improvement on
last season's performance would
beastrongtestimonyforKenney's
coarhing ability. He posood a 12478 record in seven years as head

coarh at Pembroke Stat.e (Division II) before taking over at
Wmthrop in March.
_ More than likely, Saturday
night'sgameatUCFArenawillbe
decided in th_e paint. The key
match-ups appear to ·be mside,
- and it will be the task of UCFs
VictorSaxton,JamesWalkerand
JamesHarpettocorralWinthrop's
best post players: 6-foot-6-inch
Mark Hailey and 6-foot-9-inch
Eddie Gay.
Hailey was Winthrop's leadingscorer(15.lppg)lastseason
and· a second t.eam All-Conference selection, while Florida
native Gay was the team's top
rebounder (5.9 rpg).

AssistantWmthropcoachGreg
Domecqwat.cliedUCFplayinthe
preseason and said: "I think the
Central Florida players are perhaps better athletes. They're
smaller but quicker than our big
guys and we're going to have a
p_roblemdefendingon the inside~" ·
Winthrop did not shoot particularly well from the perimeter last season, but the addi- tion of LJ,iShawn Coulter, who
return~ to the lineup after sit:· ting out one year, and freshmen
Todd Pigford and Kyle Shirk
may change that. Thetwofreshmen are Kenney's first recruits
at Winthrop.
Winthrop leads the all-time

serieswithUCF,2-0. Theteams
first met in Orlando in 1988
with Winthrop edging UCF, 8280 in overtime.
Saturday night's home game.
opens the basketh8llseason with
tip-offat 7:30p.m. in UCF Arena. ·
Admission is free to students
with a validated ID card.
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.- Barker is

gone, ~tahl
will replace
by Andrew Varnon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A new page in the drama of
the soccer coaching situation
·at UCF was opened on Monday when UCF Sports InforQuick Facts: Winthrop Eagles mation released an announceCoach:DanKenney(firstyear); ment stating that Bill Barker
1991-92 recor«J_: 6-22; 2-10 Big · resigned as the head coach of
South Conference
the men's and women's soccer
Starters returning: five; Big coach. His resignation will be
South P,reSeason Coaches' effective May 31, 1993.
Poll: eighth out of nine teams
Barker had been in meetSite: Rock Hill, South Carolina; ings with Athletic Director
Enrollment: 5,000 ·
Gene McDowell since the end
of the season. A coaching
change appeared evident,
college all-star gaine played at here in the states," Hanks said.
"We have three players that since the players on the men's
by Glenn carrasqulllo
team petitioned McDowell for
. the Orlando Arena. From there
~e Knights will miss the 6- I think will make us a strong
STAFF REPORTER
a
change.while the season was
Leeks signed a six figure con- foot~9-inch, 235 frame that team inside," Dean-said. "VicHe was the leading scorer, tract with "Cuk.orova" of the Leek's powered jn the middle tor Saxton; James Walker and · still in progress. The players
rebounder and shot blocker in Turkish Basketball League. ofUCF's lineup.
James Harper are all players were frustrated with their lack
. each of his four seasons as a After Cukorova folded, Leeks .
"We will .miss his presence that will contribute this year." of on-field success.
member of the UCF Running hooked up with his French on the co'u rt and off.of it," said
Barker has been at UCF for
Saxton, a 6-foot 5-inch
Knights basketball team. N 9w team.
nine
years, five years as the
UCF sophomore guard Darryl JUCO transfer from Southern
he is gone.
·
head
coach of both the men's
"Kenny could play in the · Davis said. "We will also iniss Union College, may be the key
Former UCF standout cen- Continental
Et.D.d
the
women's team. Prior
Basketball his leadership. Kenny e.aine player that will help th~
ter' Ken Leeks, currently plays League(CBA)andwasdrafted through in a lot of games last Knights in the middle. He led to that he spent four years as
for "Vienne" a team in the by the team from Quad Cit- year."
UCF in preseason scoring and an assistant coach under
French Professional Basket- ies," said "Leeks" agent Maury
Coach Joe Dean has said in turned in a 35 point perfor- former head coach Jim Rudy.
ball League. In · his first two Hanks said. "He was drafted -thepastthatLeekswasagreat mance along with nine re- Barker finishes his coaching
games this year, he scored 27 in the fourth round but would ambassador for UCF basket- · bounds in UCF's loss to the career at UCF with a record of
and 31 points and grabbed 15 havewenthigheri(theydidn't ball.
87-61-14. Under his direction,'
Gainesville AAU.
and 12 rebounds~ respectively. think Kenny would stay in
the
women's soccer team went
Thisyear,heistryingnotto
Walker, a JUCO transfer
Leeks was good enough to France. H~ is making a much focus on the loss oflast year's from Dodge City Community to the NCAA tournament in
earn a close look from NBA better living playing basket- center but on the recruits that College chipped in 10 rebounds 1988and1991 and compiled a
scouts last year in the NBA~ ball there then he would have will help fill the void.
record of 50-18-9.
against Gainesville AAU.
McDowell said late Tuesday
he -was in the process of
IT'S. MINE, IT'S MINE
·
·
looking for new coaches.
"We're going to run a national advertisement. We're
preparing for · it right now,"
McDowell said.
Apparently, McDowell had
a major change of heart after
making that statement.
Late Tuesday McDowell
named Michelle Akers-Stahl
and ROby Stahl as interim soc. cer coac4es for the mei:i's and
women's teams. Akers-Stahl
was the assistant coach for
the women's team this past
season.
Akers-Stahl was a four
year letterwinnerforthe UCF
women's team from 1984-88
and was a four-time NCAA
All-American. She also lead
the United States to the
Women's World Cup championship last fall and was named
Most Valuable Player of the
game.
Roby Stahl is a former professional soccer player and has
several years of coaching experience.
What Barker will leave be
hind at UCFis a women's team
that has the potential to go
back to the NCAA with the
talent that is assembled right
now and a men's team that
will lose seven starters from a
team that went8-6-2 this year.
The future for UCF soccer
The Orlando Magic were -kept in check by a tenacious Seattle Supersonics defense in a 116-102 IO!?S Tuesday
remains
uncertain, despite
night. Magic newcomer Tom Tolbert dumped in 6 points while star center Shaquille O'Neal was held to 9. The

Men Will .h ave to move on without' Leeks
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Magic play the Los Angeles Clippers tonight before traveling to Golden State Saturday.
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Men's·basketball hits the court·
by Mike Hasselbeck
STAFF REPORTER
Well~ there's good news and bad news. First, the bad news.
Ken Leeks, who led the Running Knights in scoring for four
straight years and is the school's all-time leading rebounder
and shot blocker, is gone.
Although conspicuously absent from the Sun Belt's 1992
All-Conference team;/Leeks was good enough to get a very
serious look by the NBA, and is,now plying his basketbSil
talents professionally in France. Loss of a player of Leeks'
caliber certainly created a vacuous chasm in the int.erior ofthe
Running Knights' front line..
But there's some good news that will help soften the blow of
Leeks' departure. First ofall, the talent-laced Sun Belt Conference, known for it.s marquee big men.and rugged inside play,
is now just an unpleasant memory. UCF jettisoned the Sun
Belt Conference in favor ofthe Trans America Athletic Conference in May. The new conference affiliation should be better
suited for the UCF basketball program in its young but
maturing state of development.
·
Second was the influx of a bumper crop of new recruits.
Coach Joe Dean employed accepted practice by recruiting
experienced players from the junior college ranks who can hit
the ground running in a new program. With four juco transfers
and two new freshmen, Dean will see plenty ofnew faces when
he scans his 1992-93 lineup.
Here's the scoop on the UCF Running Kriights roster as
they get ready ro commence a new season Saturday night:
• Point Guard: Sinua Phillips distributed a school-record 183
assists last season, surpassing Mike Clark's 20 year old mark.
Sportinganaverageof6.5 assistspercontest,hesawhisnamenear

thetopoftheDivisionlassistslistalongwith some ofthe oount;rys
best point guards. More importantly, was the element of oontrol
he brought ro his game. Averaging 1.3 assist.s for eveey turnover
as a freshman, Phillips improved ro 1.8 last season -very close
ro theimportant2ro1 ratio sometimes cit.eel as the benchmarkfor
a rop quality point guard.
·
"For the first time in three years, we have a true point guard t.o
back up Sinua Phillips," said Dean after Iandirig Matt Maton, a
junior oollege transfer from Shelbyville, Illinois. Mat.on is also a
superb free throw shoot.er, which should boost thet.eamin an area ·
that was mediocre at best last season.
_• Shooting Guard: Ray Carter was the team~s designated.3point shooter last season, a role he will ·continue to play as a
sophomore. Carter had the green light t.o launch his mortars
whenever the opportunity presented itself, and that was very
frequently. He lofted a school record 167 3-point attempts last
season. Of those, 33 percent hit their target, a mark Carter is
bent on improving ·i n the upcoming campaign. He went five
11 on his threes in the preseason, suggesting that hard offseason work may be starting ro pay dividends. A two-time
Florida high school cross country champion, Carter plays
hard and tirelessly and is arguably the team's best defender.
Ryan Harding, who saw limited action last season as a
freshman, will be backing up Carter in the off guard spot.
• Small Forward: "I think Darryl Davis has the potential of
being one of the best players who ever played at UCF," said
Dean. The compliments don't get much better than that, and
if the prophecy is realized, it would put Mr. Davis in very
respectable company. Some quick figuring shows what Dean
is_talking about. If Davis continues to play at the pace he

for
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Men's basketball .s parked move to the TAAC
by Mike Hassel>eck
STAFF REPORTER

UCFs admission to the Trans Amerim
Athletic Conference this past May m.a:rkS
the schoofs third ronference affiliation.
What might be perooived as a game of
conference musical chairs on the part c£
UCF has been a ·rommon occurrence all
0ver the country recently. In the very serious business of college sports, conference
hoppingis simplyamanifest.ationofschools'
desire to build the reputation of their athletic programs.
The focus has been on two sports: football and primarilybasketball. The rewards
are many: exposure, prestige, conference
championships, theNCAAtoumamentand
ultimately- money. .
The situation UCFfaced with the men's
basketball program this past spring was a
little unusual. After six years as a Division
I independent, UCF hooked up with the
American South Conference in 1990. The
American South merged with the Sun Belt
inlOOL
.
UCF was forood to leave the Sun Belt
Conference at the end oflast season, in the·
wake of a heated legal battle between the
Florida Sunshine Network and the Sport.5
Channel over exclusive cable television
rights to UCF home games. 1be problem
was built into the merger of the American

South and the Sun Belt, because Sports
Channelhadest.ablishedexclusiverightst.o
all Sun Belt games, while Swishine had
similar license with UCF. The squabble
came to ahead on Jan 11 ofthis year, when
a rourt ruling allowed both networks to
telecasttheUCF..Jacksonville game atUCF
Arena. Both did
The Sun Belt Conference intervened
and tried to forre UCF to drop its contract
with Sunshine. UCFfeltlegallyobligated to
honor its rommitment to the Sunshfue
Network how.ever, and withdrew from the
Sun Belt Conference last spring.
After shopping around.for a new home,
UCF committed to the Trans·America in
May. The contract with the Sunshine Network remains intact as UCF enters its
inaugural campaign in the TAAC.
Theotherbigbenefitaffordedbythenew
conferenceisthatt.eam travel expenses will
be cut in half. Besides the Trans Amerim,
UCFlookedatthepossibilityofjoiningthe
other conferences, but selected TAAC primarily because ofgei>graphic compatibility
with the member schools.
So the Running Knights are now in the
TAAC - sort of. Because UCF offl.cially'
joinedtheronferenceinMay,men'sbasketr
ball was unable to schedule games with all
the TAAC teams. Missing from .the schedule are Georgia State and Southeastern
Louisiana, so UCF will be unable to rom-

petefortheTAACchampionshipuntilnext ment. However, the high turnover rate c£
season. College ofCharleston is in a similar TAAC member schools in recent years fell .
situation, and the South Carolina school below the NCAA's minimum stability remust wait until the spring of 1993 for full. quirement, so this year's ronference chamfledged membership in TAAC. Centenmy, . pion will not earn a bid in March. RestoraFloridalntemational,Merrer,Samfordand tionoftheautomaticbidisexpectedin 1994.
Stetson round out a nine-school conference The loss led the TAAC to dispense with its
thatwillprobablyaddat.enthmembernext conference tournament this year. The con-.
year.
. ference title will be determined by conferWill motivation suffer because there is ence win-loss rerords in regular season.
no opportunity to playfortheTAAC cham- · One can't help but think that the latest
pionship?
conference switch wouldbeabitofasethack
"Not at all," s8id UCF head coach Joe for the up and coming UCF program.
De.an. "MotivationromesfromtherompetiIt's actually just the opposite according •
tive spirit present in the athletes. They to Coach Dean: "[In the Sun Belt], we went
want to rompete and they want to win out every night as the underdog. And that
every opportunity they can."
just wears you down -e$pecially a yowig
It'snosecretthatpartingcompanywith team that is trying to build confidence. We
the Sun Belt for the TAAC will lead to need to establish a winning tradition, and
. reduced national visibility for the UCF being in the Trans America offers us a
program. TAAC is rank~ 32nd out of 32 better opportunity to win."
The new ronference affiliation shQuld be
Division I basketball ronferences by the
Sporting News. Adding to the credibility justwhatthedoctororderedforUCF,on the
· problem is the fact that past TAAC cham- heels ofa disappointing 3-13 record in the
pions have .shown a propensity to seek Sun Belt .last season and a 10-18 record
greener pastures after mastering the ron- overall. By March, the Running Knights
ference. Last season's winner Georgia willlikelyrealizetheir longtenngoalofthe
Southern has moved up to the Southern first winning season since moving ·u p to
·
Conference, and Arkansas-Little Rock Division I in 1984.
"We know evezy night we go out, we'll
· graduated to the Sun Belt after winning
have a chance to win and we may even be
the TAAC in 1989 and 1000.
, Inthepast,theTAACchampioneamed . the favorite.And th~tjustgivesyoua totally
an automatic bid to the NCAA touma- different mental attitude," Dean said

·1992-93

_UCF Running Knights
1992-93 Basketball Schedule·
December

UCF.Running Knights
4

"ames Walker
Flint, Ml
5
Danyl Davis
Tavares
10
MattMat0n
Shelbyville, IL
12
Sinua Phillips
Oakland, CA
14· Ryan Harding
Gary, IN
20
Ray Carter
Tallahassee
Howard Porter ·
22
Bradenton
24
Eddie Foster
Leesburg
33
James Harper
Jacksonville
34 · Victor Saxton
Rome, GA
42
Kirk VanDeusen
Waterford, Ml
50
Denis Kon
Plantation
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displayed as a freshman, he'll
eclipse 1,500 points and 600 rebowids for his career. That will
put him fifth and third, respectively, on the school's all-time
list. And that's assuming he
doesn't even improve in the next
three years.
&ldieFosterjoinstheRunning
Knightsafterplayingtwoyearsat
ValenciaCommunityCollegeand
willprovidereliefdutyatthe small
forward position. He does not berome eligible until the Dec. 12
game against South Florida.
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• PostPlayers:In the evolving, uptempo, modem college game, the
role of the dominant big man in
the middle is diminishing.
Certainly size is i1Ilportant, but
there are only so many quality
centers to go around Most teams
compensate by incorporating
smaller, but very agile, athletic
and talented post players into a
system that emphasizes running,
pressingand3-pointshooting. The
result has been an exciting and
fast-paced game that has pushed
the popularity of college basketball to an all-time high.
The Running Knights do not
have a star center at their dis-

5
8
12
14
16
18
21-22

30

Winthrop
UCFArena
7:30pm
Florida Atlantic
.UCFArena
7:30 pm
at South Florida ·
Tampa
4:00 pm
UCFAre·na
Mercer
7:30pm
Capital City Classic
Tallahassee
7:30pm
(Georgia Southern vs Eckerd; UCF vs Florida A&M)
at UNG Greensboro
Greensboro, NC 7:30.pm
UCFClassic
5:·00 and 7:30 pm
UCFArena
(McNeese St. vs Northeastern; l.JCF vs Grambling)
Maine
UCFArena , 8:00pm

January
2
.4 .
7
11
13
.18
20
26 .
28

Buffalo
UNC Greensboro
at Samford
at Centenary ,
FloridaA&M
at Stetson
Samford .
South Florida
at Southerf!

UCFAreria
2:00 pm
UCFArena
7:30 pm
Birmingham, AL 7:30 pm
Shreveport, LA 7:05 pm
UCFArena
7:30 pm
Deland, FL
7:35 ptn
UCFArena
7:30pm
UCF Arena
7:30pm
Baton Rouge, LA 7:30 pm

February
·1
3
6
11
15
22
24
27

at Charleston
Florida International
a~ Florida Atlantic
Centenary
at Mercer
Charleston
Southern
at Florida International

Charleston, SC
UCFArena
Boca Raton
UCFArena
Macon, GA
UCFArena
UCFArena
Miami

7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30 pm
7:30pm
7:45pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
8:00pm

March
2

Stetson

UCFArena

7:30 pm

posal, but they do possess a stable
of post players who should fare
well in TAAC competition.
At·the head of the pack is the
1991-92 Alabama Junior College
player of the year, 6-foot-5-inch
Victor Saxton. Saxton averaged
26 ·points and 10 rebowids per
game at South.em Union JC, and
looks to be heir-apparent for the
role ofthe gtrto-guy inside. He led
UCF in scoring in the preseason.
Rough and ready to take the
enforcer position in the paint is
James Walker. Standing6-feet-6inrhes tall and tipping the scales
at 235 pounds, Walker has a selfproclaimed love for rebounding, a

skillhedisplayedwithabwidance
at Dodge City (Kansas) CC.
At 6-feet-7-inches, James
Harper comes to UCF as a highly
touted recruit from Fletcher High
ScnoolinJacksonville. Dean lauds
the potential of the young freshman. "We're working with
James to tum up his intensity
level a notch as he makes the
transition from high school to the
college game," he said
Defense and passing will .be
the watchwords for6-foot-11-inrh
Kirk VanDeusen this season. Van
Deusen did not display the
shooter's touch last season, but
was able to body-up against the

Sun Belt's best. His role will be to
feed the shooters and grab defensive boards.
On a rebounds-per-minute hasis; 6-foot-6-inch Howard Porter
was second best to Ken Leeks last
season. His off-season conditioning suffered a setback, however,
when he was diagnosed with a
stress fracture to his foot. He will
try to work his way into the lineup
as the season progresses.
Denis Kon, a 6-foot-11-inch
freshman from Plantation, is in
the bulking-up, experience-building phase ci development. He is
not expected toplaymuch early in
the season.
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The Running Knights enter the 1992-93 season in
a new conference of tough competition, the TAAC
by Mike Hasselbeck
STAFF REPORTER

Parity,bilance,evenlymat.ched
t.eams - however you want t.o
describeit, theTransAmericaConference has plenty of it as it prepares to launch its 15th season.
Four of the seven eligible schools
earned first place votes in the preseason coache8 poll, with Mercer
rating the slight edge as the early
favorite.
~Ch
. . UCF and C IIegeui ar1es~.<m
JOmed the oonference last spnng
and are not eligible for the TAAC
title until the 1993-1994 season.
Based on prior oontests with
TAAC schools, UCF would appeartorank.closet.othetopofthis
conference. The Running Knights
will have plenty of opportunity t.o
establishtheirstaturewith.aheavy
scheduleof12TAACgameson the
schedule.
Here's The Central Florida
Fu.1nre'stop-to-bottomscoutingreport on the TAAC:

°

• Mercer Bears
Coach: Bill· Hodges (first year)
1991-1992record:11-18;6-8TAA.C
Site: Maoon, Georgia
Enrollment: 4,000
Outlook: The Mercer Bears find
themselves in an unfamiliar position atop the preseason coarhes
poll, and anticipate their:first winning season in many years with a
legitimate shot at the league title.
There is plenty of reason for opti- ·
mismon theMaoon, Georgia campus. SecondyearooachBillHodges
was eiilisted to resrue a floiindering program and wasted no time
in tumingthings arowid. Hodges
big claim to fame was guiding
Larey Bird and the Indiana State
Sycamores to the NCAA championship game in 1979.
After arriving at Mercer,
Hodges took over a team that had
won a total ofninegamesinitstwo
previous seasons and directed his
charges t.o an 11-18 overall record
last season, including a two point
upset of South Carolina.
South Carolina will have an
opportunity to return the favor
this season as part of Mercer's
horrificnon-oonferenceroadschedule that ·includes matches with
ISU,IowaState,Illinois, Clemson
and Georgia. IfMercer shows well
against these Goliaths and dominates the TAAC as some expect.,
anNl'l'or NCAAat-large bid may
not be out of the question. But
these are very big~."
The Running Knights will get
their first taste ofTAAC oompetition this season with a game
against Mercer at UCF Arena on
Dec.14.
Frontcourt: Hodges welcomes
bark 6-foot-7-inch senior forward
Shawi Thompson, the TAAC's
leadingretumingsoorer(19.2ppg).
Thompson was also among the
TAAC's best in rebounding and
field-goal percentage. His playing
prowess earned him a selection on
theAB-TAAC:firstteamasweilas
distinction as the TAAC Newcomer rLthe Year. Donny Woods,
a 6-foot-7-inrh junior, oombined
with Thompsw to haul down an
averageciahnost 13reboundsper

game last season. Along with 6foot-lOinch senior Mike Kennedy,
Mercer will likely field the best
front.court in the oonference.
Backoowt: The Bears are not
found wanting for points on the
outside either, and expect contiilued contributions from senior
KennyBrown,anAll-TAACthird
t.eam selection.
Brown ranks fourth on the list
of the t.op returning TAAC scor-.
ers, boasting a 17.8 ppg average
from the preVious season. He is
equally adept at take-aways and
· is the TAAC's leading returnee in
the steals d partm nt.
Juco tr~sfer ;erry Young
shouldpushseniorYauunPounds
for the point guard position.
"We feel like the conference is
extremely balanred and anyone
can beat anyone else on a given
night." said coach Hodges.
• Georgia State Panthers
Coach:BobRelnhart(sevenyears)
1991-1992record:16-14;8-6TAAC.
Site: Atlanta Enrollment: 23,000
Outlook: It certainly must be
tough gettingnoticedin a city that
has an established inajor ·oonege
sports program, especially oompetingforattention with the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets and that
cityisAtlanta. Whenyouthrowin
the NBA Hawks, NFL Falcons,
the baseball Braves and an upoomingOlympics,it's underst.andable that the oomings and goings
· of the Georgia State basketball

•

team
not grabbing
headlines Junior ~rwar'd James Walker (6-6) transferred to UCF from Dodge City Community
on theare
Atlanta
sports pages.
In spite of.the lack of fanfare, '°'A>lleQe where he ave~ 10.3 point;s and 8 rebounds per g&me. co.Hoog1FuTURE)

coach BOb Reinhart has quietly paint are senior forwards Brad
taken a consistent loser and Boykin (6.1 rpg) and Mike Nalls.
molded a program that is knockCoach Reinhart complains
ing on the door of respectability. aboutalackofsizeonhist.eam,but
1991 appeared t.o be the turning his bangers will be among the
point, as GeorgUi State earned a league's best.
bid to the NCAA tournament by
Backoourt: A gaping hole has
winning the TAAC to~ent been left in the Georgia State ofDespite a 41 point pasting in the fense with the departure .of scorfirstroundatthehandsofArkan- ingmachine Phillip Luckydo.
sas,justgettingtotheNCAAs was
Luckydo poured in a oombined
a huge acoomplishment and bet- total of57 points in.the two games
ter things were expectOO. from. againstUCFlastseason,andparGeorgia State in 1992. Last sea- layed a 21 ppg season scoring avson proved to be a big disappoint- erage t.o second best on the TAAC
menthowever, and the Panthers, list Senior guard Don Smiley
after being predicted to waltz blossomed in the TAAC toumathrough theTAAC,justmanaged ment and will be counted on
to eke out a winning reoord.
heavily to pick up the slack.
ItismostunfortunatethatUCF
"A realistic gOaJ for this year's
was unable to schedule Georgia · t.eam is to hover around the .500
State this season. A home and mark. A third consecutive winhome series last season resulted ningreoord will be our team goal,
intwoevenJymatched, we}!played, as well as being a legitimate conhotly oontested games. UCF pre- tender for the TAAC championvailed in the last seconds of over- ship," said coach Reinhart.
time in the first meeting in Or- • Florida International
lando, but Georgia State avenged Golden Panthers
that loss two weeks later with .a Coach: Bob Weltlirh (two years)
nine point win in Atlanta. The 1991-1992 reoord: 11 - 17; 7-7
series will re8ume in 1993-1994 TAAC
when UCF plays a full TAAC Site: Miami Enrollment: 20,000
schedule.
Outlook: The biggest obstacle
Frontcourt: Anchoring the facingtheGoldenPanthersasthey
GeorgiaStatefrontlineis6-foot-& enter their seoond TAAC season
inch senior Zavian Smith, who maynotbethatofthe'iroppoil.ents
earned All-TAAC second team on the basketball oourt, but the
honors.Heledtheleagu.einblocked havoc and disruption that befell
shots,andwasamongtheTAAC's their south Florida campus as a
t.op scorers and rebounders.
result of hurricane Andrew in
Smith gave UCF center Ken August.Q>achBobWeltlich'smain
Leeks all he oould handle last concemisprobahlynotimproving
season, and snared a phenomenal offensive rebounding or fine tun17rebouncisintheovertimegame. ing his full oourt press-it's just
Taking the heat off Smith in the finding a decent court t.o practice

on.
Thedamagetotheteam's
playing arena was extensive. It
required structural repairs and a

atjust6-feet-7-inrhes,theyshould
provide their TAAC opponents .
with plenty of oompany. in the
completereplaOOmentofthehard~ pafut._ .
wood floor. But don't feel too sorry . Insideplayfocusesonfirstt.eam
for Coarh Weltlich and the Pan- All-TAACseniorDwightStewart,
thers. A rebuilt arena and a win- · known as "Mr. Everything," and
ning season could go a long way for good reason . . Stewart ~ the
toward erasing the Unpleasant proud oWller of23 school records,
memoryofhurricaneAndrew,and including distinction as the alla talent loaded team along with a time leading scorer, a record he
soft non-conference schedule · will continue to pad as the season
should lead ro lots ofWs on the evolve~.Ableassistancewiderthe
balance sheet.
~et will be provided by two 6TheRunningKnightshaverea- foot-7-inch seniors: Sean Prude
son_to feel .oonfident about thejr ~4 Clarence "Bobo" Floumory.
stature in the TAAC when meaBackoourt: Point guard Benny
sured .against Florida Intema- _ Valdessettheschoolassistrecord
tional. UCF played one of its best last season and is the TAAC's top
games last season against FIU, returningplay-mak.erwithanavresult;ingin a 17 point home court erage of 4.4 assists per game. No
victory.
doubt, he will be battling with
UCFsRayCarterscoreda sea- UCFs Sinua Phillips during the
son high 29 points, the bulk of season for recognition as the
which were obtained from behind league's mc:>st productive point
the 3 point stripe, to help dispawh . guard The off guard spot is wide
a Golden Panther team that re- open with three returnees eyeing
turns essentially unrhanged.
that position.
Frontcourt:FIUbringsbackits
"We have to • e the best of
entirestartingfrontlinethat~m- the (hurricane) situation and not
bined for an average of35 points useitasanexcuse. Our kids have
and 17 rebounds per game.
been focused and are trying t.o get
Although the team lacks a true done what needs to be done" said
center with a squad that tops out coach Weltlich.
TAAC Men's Basketball- Preseason C.oaches Poll
44 pts.
4. Samford (1) 32 pts.
2. Georgia State (2)
40 pts.
5. Centenary 21 pts.
3. Florida International (1) 34 pts.
6. Stetson
16 pts.
7. Southeastern Louisiana 9 pts.
1. Mercer (3)

• First place votes in parentheses ( ); Points alloca~ in descending
order:7-6-5-4-3-2-1
• UCF and College ofCharleston do not play a full oonference schedule
and are not eligible for the conference title Wltil 1993- 1994 season.
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Econo
. .
Lodge. University

l

UCF Graduation Rate
_$3200
11731 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Florida 32817

Phone
(407) 273-1500
Reserv. 1-800-8 74- 1156

All New Show!

U2&1

Every Friday at 9 & 10 p.m.
Cost $5.00 • Featuring our
new Argon-Krypton, )v~ite
light laser system • color
graphics in motion, and dazzling visual effects.

10% discount on any
ge·neral repairs with this coupon.

$3495
Reg. 3995

Air Conditioning Special
.

·Service System .
·Check for leaks .
•Up to 21/2 lb. of Freon .

PINK FLOYD THE WALL

Expires December 20, 1992

Every ~riday at 11 :00 p.m. • Cost $4.00

$3695

Sponsored by

Reg. 3995

The Orlando Sentinel
.
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Orlando ~nee Center I John Young Planetarium

810 E. Rollins St. •Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East on left in Loch Haven Park.

Something for' thos~ ,
of you ·who aren·•t taking

.

r

r.

Kaplan Prep
We've produc~d more top scores 'o n tests like
. the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all
other course~ combined. Which means if you're
not takirig Kaplan Prep~™ you may need to t~e
more than a #2 pencil to the test. ·

•

KAPLAN

'

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

273-7111
/ ; .;

. 11 :00 A.M.
CATHOUC·CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL
t

.~t. 1ostpu·s ·..
Qta tbol it QClJuttb
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.

Dec 7-11

9-6PM
11

After "Finals, stop at the bookstore and get some instant
getaway cash by selling the textbooks you'll never use again.

SELL YOUR BOOKS
We buy all books with current market value

Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

IT'S ACADEMIC BOOKSTORE

275-0841

12299 University Blvd.
Across from UCF Campus next to Mc Donald's in the University Shoppes

•

